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Summary

The researchhas been conductedby the PrincipalInvestigator,ProfessorTakanobuIshida,in

collaborationwith othercolleaguesandstudentsin the generalarea of isotope chemistryandisotope

separationduringthe period,March1, 1972~ February29, 1992. The researchhas beencarriedout

principallyatBrooklynCollegeof the CityUniversityof NewYork,March,1972~ August,1979,andat

the StateUniversityof New Yorkat StonyBrook,September,1979~ February,1992. The Principal

Investigatorspenttheperiod,January,1986 ~ July,1986,in Mainz,Germany,as a Max PlanckInstitute

VisitingScholar.

The researchhasbeen in fourgeneralareas: (1) correlationof isotopeeffectswith molecular forces

and molecular structures, (2) correlationof zero-pointenergyand its isotope effects with molecular

structureand molecularforces,(3) vaporpressureisotopeeffects,and(4) fractionationof stableisotopes.

(1) Correlationof isoto_ effectswithmolecularstructureandmolecularforces:

• Mathematicalcorrelationmethod for the isotopicreducedpartitionfunctionratiowith molecular

structuresand molecularforceswere developedon the basisof theorthogonalfunctional theorem,

and prototypemolecules,CO2,HCHO,CHo C2H4,C2H6,andC6_ werestudied.

• For end-atomisotopeeffectsand, in particular,thehydrogenisotopeeffects:

o The isotopicreducedpartition functionratio can be expressedas a sum of contributionsof

bond-stretching,angle-bending and other intra-molecularmotions; the contributionsare

additive.

o The contributionsby stretchingand bendingmotionslargelydeterminethe isotopeeffects.

o The contributionsof bond-stretchingcoordinates are proportionalto the stretching force

constant,whilethe contributionsof bendingmotionsare not as proportional.

o A simplerule for computingthe isotopeeffectswas developed.

• For central-atomisotopeeffects:

o Bond-stretchingforcescontributeoverseventypercentof totalmagnitutdesof isotopeeffects.

o The valence coordinatecontributionsto the isotopicreducedpartitionfunctionratiois not as

additiveas for the end-atomisotope effects,mainly due to the higher-orderkinetic energy
interactions.

• For the isotopesubstitutionat the centerof highlysymmetricmolecules,it is possibleto obtainan

explicitand straightforwardcorrelationof the isotopeeffectswiththe molecularparameters.



• A systematics of D-matrix was developed to predict and identify the sources of deviations from

given isotopic rules of the mean.

(2) Correlationof zero-point ener_ with molecularstructuresand molecular forces:

• A mathematical tool for the correlation of zero-point energy (ZPE) with the molecular parameters

was developed on the basis of the orthogonal functional theorem.

• Linear frequency sum rule was established, which holds approximately but with high precision for

the sets of isotopic molecules for which a second-ordersum rule holds. The rules for hydrogen

isotope substitutions hold with precisions of few wavenumbers.

• Zero-point energy and hydrogen isotope shifts in zero-point energy can be expressed as a sum of

contributionsof bond-stretching, angle-bending and othermolecular motions: The contributions are

additive. Tables of transferrable frequency parameters for the additivity were constructed for the

homologous series, n-alkanes and n-alkyl chlorides. Sums of the parameters give the zero-point

energywithin 0.7% of exact values.

• Within each main group of periodic table, the contribution of H-X bond-stretching to hydrogen

isotope shifts in zero-point energy forthe molecule HX is a linear function of electronegativity of X,

where X is a molecular moiety.

• The effect of London dispersion forces on the isotope effect of zero-point energy shifts due to

condensation is expressible as a product of an isotope-independent factor, which only depends on

properties of the condensed phase, and an isotope-dependent factor, which only depends on

properties of the gas. Rules of thumb for predicting what molecular features would lead to a larger

or smallerisotope-shifts in the condensation-shift were developed.

(3) Vavor PressureIsotove Effects:

• Vaporpressure isotope effects C¢I'IE) for D/H- and _3C/12C-substitutionsin liquid methyl fluoride,

methylene difluoride, and fluoroformwere measured, and the results were comparedwith the VPlEs

in liquid methane. Ali observed results are explanable in terms of molecular symmetry, relative

magnitudes of intermolecular forces in the liquids, and temperature-dependentforce constants on

the basis of simple cell model.

o Largenormal D/H-VPlEs observed in the fluoromethanesare due to the blue-shifts in the C-H

stretchingfrequenciesupon condensation.

o Negative curvaturesin the plots of T _(fc/f,) vs. l/T for the D/H-VI'lE in the fluoromethanes

are due to the blue shifts, the magnitudesof which increase with decreasingtemperature.
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o An anomalously large, normal DM-VI'lE in methylene difluoride is also attributableto an

extensive interaction between the blue-shifting C-H stretchingmodes and the strong external

forces.

o The _3C/m2C-VPIEsare inverse, maily due to interactionsof the internal modes with hindered

rotation.

• Vapor pressureisotope effects for D/H- and _SN/_*N-substitutionsin liquid and solid ammoniawere

measuredat temperaturesbetween 163Kand 243K.

o The triplepoints for_NH3, _4ND3,and _SNH3were determined.

o The linear dependence of T _n(f/f_) on I/T is due to the lattice modes, especially, to the

hinderedrotation.

o The difference in the vapor pressuresof NH3and ND3 is approximatelyconstantbetween the

triplepoint temperaturesof NI_ and NI)3.

o The close-packed structureof solid ammonia persists more or less not only throughthe phase

changebut also over the liquid temperaturerange thatwe studied.

o The external force in liquid ammonia is much more directional on the hydrogen-side of

ammoniamolecule thanon the lone-pairside of the molecule.

• Medium cluster model of liquid was developed. In the model, a cluster consists of a central

molecule and a number (m) of indistinguishable molecules that surroundthe central molecule, and

the intermolecular interactions among these molecules areexplicitly taken into account.

o The model contains a built-in mechanism by which the observed VPIEs can be represented

better than the cell model without significantly increasing the number of force constant

parameters.

o As m is increased beyond approximately nine, qualitative features of computationalresults of

the medium cluster model approaches those of the cell model, and the results due to the

artifacts of limited cluster sizes become insignificant relative to the experimental precisions

attainableby the presently available techniques. A close representationof an observed VPIE .

data by the cell model should, in principle,be possible throughcareful attentionto details of

interaction force constantparameterswithin the frameworkof the cell model.

(4) Fractionationof stablt isotopes:

• Fractionation of _SNwas studied using a nitrogen isotope exchange between a liquid, which is

representable as a mixture of liquid N_O3and liquid NzOo and a gas phase in equilibrium with the

liquid. The system was studiedat temperatures, - 9°C~ 20°C, and under pressures, 1~ 4 atm.

\
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o The effective unit stage separation factor, a,n., increases with increasing pressure, e.g., at

15°C, from 1.006 at I atm to 1.030 at 2.7 atm, and then decreases as the increasing pressure

startsto reduce the average oxidationstate of nitrogen in the liquid.

o The height equivalent of theoretical plate (HETP) is a linear function of the gas flow rate.

The overall exchange rate is diffusion-controlled.

o The HETP of this NO/N203 system is smaller than that of the Nitrox process, the process

based on the exchange between nitric oxide and nitric acid, by an orderof magnitude. Thus,

the NO/N203-basedplant will have a significantly smaller plant thanthe Nitrox plant in spite

of the smaller a,_ of the NO/N_O3system.

o The product-endrefluxing of NO/N,O3-basedplant will requireone-thirdthe amountof sulfur

dioxide needed for the product-endrefluxingin the Nitrox plant.

• Development of electrode-based hydrophobic catalyst for the hydrogen-isotope exchange between

dihydrogen and water was carriedout.

o Poly(p-phenylene) film, prepared by electropolymerization of p-terphenylin aceto_itrile and

tetraethylammoniumtetrafluoroborateis mechanically durable,electrochemically stable, and

as hydrophobic as poly(tetrafluoroethylene). A hydrogen-isotope exchange column can be

packed with a conductive packing material, and catalyst metal (e.g., platinum) and poly

(p-phenylene) are electro-codeposited on it; an in situ control of hydrophobicity is possible.

o Chemically poisoned platinum surface can be depoisoned easily by subjecting it to an

electrode potential excursion, thus makingan in situ regenerationof the catalyst bed possible.

o Effective surface area of the edge plane of pyrolytic graphite can be determined from

measurementsof its electric capacitanceusing a triangularpotential wave of I Hz to 10 Hz.

• The first-ordersolutionof a partial differential equationrepresentinga material balance in a square

cascade of close-separation stages derivedby KarlCohen for the total reflux condition was extended

to a second-ordersolution, thus lowering the time limit of applicabilityof Cohen'ssolution.

o The transient behavior is not symmetric with respect to changeof signs in e ( E a - 1 ).

o The second-orderterm is especially importantin the domain of inverse isotope effect in which

is negative.

o An isotope separation plant based on an inverse isotope effect phenomenon should have a

shorterstart-uptime if ali otherplant parametersare same.

o It will also be easier to design a product-endrefluxer having a small holdup, if the desired

isotope enriches in a gas phase.
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I. Introduction

General objective of this project has been investigation of isotope effect phenomena and

development of fractionation methods for stable iso_pes. This part of present report consists of the

following four sections:

Section II. Theoreticalcorrelationof isotope effects with molecular forces andmolecular structure.

Section III. Theoretical correlation of zero-point energyand its isotope effects with molecular

forces andmolecular structure.

Section IV. Experimentaland theoretical studies of vaporpressureisotope effects.

Section V. Experimentaland theoretical studies of fractionationof stable isotopes.

Section V-B deals with studies of hydrophobic catalysts for the hydrogen isotope exchange between

dihydrogen and water. Results of these studies will be reported in some detail since they have not yet

been published.

Following convention will be used for the reference numbers: The numbers below 100 refer to the

publications that have resulted from the Departmentof Energy support, the numbers in 10P'sare other

publications, and those in 20O'srefer to our studies performed underthis support but the results of which

have not been published. List of the first category is foundunder Publications on pages xv - xvii, one

for the second category under References on pages 77-79, and one for the third category under

Manuscripts in Preparationon page xvii.

Isotope effects look their simplest when viewed from the perspective point of the reduced partition

function ration (RPFR). t,0o The RPFR is the ratio of the reducedpartition functions (Q, and Q,') for a

pair of isotopic molecules

(o)
_. = 7,.- ,o,

"_'f=_,, ()-_-. ,

In Etl. (1), Q and Q' are the partition functions of the heavier and lighter isotopic molecules in the

isotopic pair under consideration, respectively; the subscripts qm, el, and r refer to the quantum

mechanical, classical, and reduced partitionfimctions, respectively; s and s' are the symmetry numbers of

the heavier and lighter isotopic molecules.

The RPFR is a propertyof a particular substitutionat a given atomic position in a given substance.

Value of RPFR directly depends on the molecular environmentsurroundingthe isotopically substituted



atom. It is also indirectly influenced by other environmental factors such as the physical states,

temperature,pressure, density, andintermolecularforces.

Both the equilibriumand kinetic isotopeeffects on ali physicochemical propertiesare expressibleas

a ratio of usually two RPFRs The greatutility of isotope effect (lE) studies lie in the fact that to the

extent the Born Oppenheimer approximation holds, many structuraland counting factors of partition

functions cancel for the RPFR between the pair of isotopic molecules [cf: Eq. (1)]. Additional factors

cancel for the ratio of two RPFRs. Two examples of such ratio of RPFRswill be given below. These

examples representa large majorityof the isotope effects that havebeen studied in this project.

The equilibrium constant foran isotope exchange equilibrium,

AX + BX _ AX + BX (2)

is given by

(
K ffi = .-----:" (3)

Generally,A andB inEq.(2)arepolyatomicmoietiesofrespectivemolecules.Theisotopefractionation

factor,a,duetoReaction(2)isexpressibleas

(4)
O{ = [(,i,,)f]_ x

In both Eqs. O) and (4) the mass- and moment of inertia f,_tors contained in the classical partition

functions cancel out for the balanced chemical equation such as Eq. (2). (,o,) For an isotope exchange

equilibrium in the gas phase, the only remaining factors of fax and fax are those due to the internal

vibrations of the isotopic molecular pairs, AX/AX' and BX/BX'. For an equilibrium in a condensed

phase, fsx and fax also contain contributionsfrom intermolecular intereactions. The high-temperature

limit of K is the classical equilibrium contant,K,,,

(sl/J) sx
= , (5)

soth_

x"7 • (6)

Both K and a are functions of temperature. However, the ratio of a and K is always a constant, which

only depends on the symmetrynumbers.

The second example is the isotopic vaporpressureratio, which is expressible as

In T_ = [f']InT,• [correction factors] (7)



where P'and P are the vapor pressuresof the lighter and heavier isotopic substances, f,/ii is the ratio of

the RPFR of the condensed phase to that of the vapor phase, and the "correctionfactors" correct for

relatively small correctionssuch as the gas imperfectionandliquid molarvolume effects.

As a result of the cancellations of the otherwise dominant factors when the ratio of the ratios is

evaluated, only those intra- and intermolecular interactionsthat are affected by the isotopic substitution

manifest themselves in the isotope effects. Isotopic substitutionsat strategic locations in a molecular

susbtance is thus an extremely sensitive probe forelucidating for the molecular structuresand molecular

forces.
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II. Correlation of Isotope Effects with Molecular Forces and Structure

The isotopic reducedparn'n'onfuncn'on ratio (RPFR) of an ideal gas is

_=_l u--Le-"'/2/(I , e", )I n (s/sl)f = I n u_ e-"',I_/ (1 - e-"_) '
(s)

where

hcv_
ui - leT ' (9)

and f "- 3N-6 or 3N-5. A self-consistent set of vibrational frequencies v_' (for the lighter isotopic
molecule) andv_(for the heaviermolecule) areobtained fromvibrationaleigenvalues _' and ;_ ;

(10)_' " 4_V i' and _s " 4_Vi 2

as solutions of

lH' - _.I[ - 0 and lH - _.ll- 0 (11)

where I is a unitmatrix,

H' - {h'_) and H= {h_), (12)
and

H' - G'F and H ffi GF . (13)

In Eq. (13), G is Wilson's G-matrix,and F is the correspondingmatrixofharmonic force constants:

G' - {g'_j} G - {g,j} , and F - {f_} . (14)

Exceptforthemoleculeswhichpossessa veryhighsymmetry,Eq.(II)requiresanumericalsolution

involvinganalgorithmwhichconsistsofa simultaneousdiagonalizationoftwosquare,positivedefinite

matrices,F and G. Sucha procedurerepresentsa black-box,asfarasoutphysicalunderstandingof

isotopeeffectsintermsofthemolecularforcesand structuresisconcerned..We wereinneedofan

analyticexpressionof In (s/s')finexplicittermsof theelementsof F and G matricesforsuch

elucidationswhenthisprojectwasstarted.
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II-A. Develooment of Theoretical Tools--

The wanted tool is an approximationof an acceptableprecision for the function, tn (sgsgf, of Eq. (8),

directly expressed in terms of f_'s, g_'s and the temperature. The first attempt toward this goal was

Bigeleisen's Taylorseries expansiono_):

s " (-I) -.IB2--I f

I n _7"f = ,,=_! 2m (2m)). t=lz"8u_ [ Ali u and u' < 2n ] , (15)

where Bkare Bernoullinumbers (Bi - I/6, B_= 1/30, Bs= 1/42, etc.), and

8ui_ - u," - u_" . (16) •

This infinite series converges only when the largestof all ul's is smaller than2n. This means that, for

instance,at 300K ali vibrational frequenciesmust be lowerthan 1310 cw "l. The series is thus useful only

at considerablylow temperatures,e.g., T < 2001C

We have developed, in collaborationwith the Bigeleisen group, several new approximations which

eliminated the severe limitation on frequencies and improved the precision of the approxiv',_tion in

several steps.(2'_.n. l(._o5._0_)They areali based on the principlesof orthogonalpolynomial approximation.

In the following, these methodswill be summarizedin two groups, thatis, the methods based on a direct

expansion of tn (s/s')f, and a second group of methods which utilize the diagonal matrices, GO- {&j8_}

and Fo= {f_jS_}[ 8_ - Kroneckerdelta],as a zero-rhorderapproximation.

II-A-l, Direct Orthogonal pQlynomial Approximation_

In an orthogonal expansion, a function rfx) is exprressedas a series of terms of mutually orthogonal

functions. An orthogonalpolynomial oscillates within a region of orthogonality. The errorof a truncated

series approximationof f(x) thus oscillates in the domain in which the orthogonality is defined, rather

thanthe errorgradually increasing with the v, riable, x, moving away from the centerof expansion.

The RPFRof Eq. (8) canbe writtenas
s

In-frf = _ [Inb(u_)- Inb(u,)] , (17)

where
u

lnb(u) = -lnu + _- + ln(1-e ") (18a)

= In I + _-_ (18b)



An applicationof Lanczos' x-methodoo4)onthe function, tn (l+x), leads to the following orthogonal

polynomial approximationo°5,_o_)forthe RPFI_
. f$

In -_/.f - _ W=( n, u_, L ).4. _., 8u_" , (19)m=i i-I

where n is the order of the expansion, f the degree of fzeedom, L an integerparameterfor the expansion

used to isolate several lowest-order terms, and

(-I) _'+I B2.-,
A= = 7n(2m) l ' (20)

and

L T(n, m, R,) - T(n, m, Rf.+1) (21)W.( n, u_,_, L ) = 1"(n,m, RL,I) + l....L_zt _ y_ k2,,m, ,. I

in which

r(n, m, R) = "= _"PI )

• _=o_ (22)j.

and

1 fu/m,L_ _2
Rk = k--T _."T_ ) [ k = L+ I,L + 2, ... ] . (23)

In Eqs. (21) and (22), z(m) is the Riemann zeta function, and C_ is the coefficient of the orthogonal

polynomial P,(x) used for the approximation,

n

P,,(x) = _ C_"x= . (24)
m=0

The usefulness of the orthogonalexpansion, Eq. (19), lies in the fact that it converges for any frequency

at any temperatureand that, as in the Bigeleisen series of Eq. (15), the term _, 8u_" is expressible in

terms of the trace of the m-th power of the productof F and G-matrices:

f f .
=

i=l kkT/ _=I

= { rr [OFG/)-] Tr[(rG)'] )

= frc _2. [ 8 rr Oi') ] (25)
kkT J

ThroughEq. (25), t_ (s/s_)fand thus ali isotope effects can be directly correlatedto the molecular forces

via the F-matrixand to the molecular geometryvia the G-matrix. For instance, form = 1 and 2, we have



_, 8_, = Y_,f_g,,)f. . 2 Y_Y_,<j_(gu)f_J . (26)

and

- _,,)f, + zy.,.j _,, g_.)f,_
+ 4 I_I_,.j_>(gug,j)J;,A.,

. 2 _'_'_'i,j,k 8(gii gjt )fijftk

+ 2 _._._.,,j,, 8(g,jg,, )(f,,_, + _jf,, )
+ _£_,_,,,,j,,t,,t8(gi./gtr)(f,'tfjk+ fit._t) • (27)

TheapproximationforL_b(u)thatcorrespondstoEq.(19)forIn(s/s')fis
n

tnb(u)= _ W.(n,u',L)A.u2" . (28)
In'-I

When theshiftedChebyshevpolynomialsofthefirstkindisused,examplesoftheerrorsthatEq.(28)

yieldsare,withL=0:

6.6% (n=2), 0.12% (n-3), and 0.0033%(n,-4) at u = 6;

7.1% (n-2), 2.0% (n-3), and 1.6°/0 (n-4) at u- 16;

19.6%(n=2), 7.2% (n-3), and 1.7% (n-,4) at u- 18.

A general improvementin the approximationwas achieved by constructing an optional set of Jacobi

polynomials for this mathematical problem._t0_The Jacobipolynomials, P,_'8_(x),are a class of Gaussian

hypergeometric functions charaterizedby the order,n, of the polynomial and two parametricconstants,y

and 8. The optimal set of Jacobipolynomials andEq. (28) yielded a three- to ten-fold improvements in

the precision. For instance, withL - 5;

0.62% (n-,2), 0.083% (n-3), and 0.011% (n-4) atu= 6;

2.8 % (n=2), 2.8 % (n-3), and 0.66% (n,,4) at u- 12;

5.7 %(n-2), 2.1% (n=3), and 0.82 % (n=4) at u - 18.

II-A-2. Orthoeonai Exvansion Methods with Diaeonal Avoroximation ..

The precision of approximation of the orthogonal expansion methods was further improved without

losing the expliciteness of Eq. (19) and the contact with the physical significance _n,i,_by recognizing a

fact thatthe diagonalpartof F-matrix,

Fo " ( f,j 8ij } , (29)

and the diagonal partofG-matrix,

G O _= (gijSij) , (30)



can be used as the zero-th orderapproxim_on for the actual matrices, F ! { f_j ) and G m ( g,j },

respectively. This fact was used by Wolfsberg in his perturbationapproximationtheor3/''t) for RPFR.

Each element of the zero-th orderapproximationrepresentsthe contributionof each valence coordinate

regarded to be an independent harmonic oscillator, and the higher order terms are contributions of

inter-coordinate interactions. The RPFR for the hypothetical polyatomic molecule correspondingto the

{F0,Go) setis

XT,o
m-! l-!

= Y. W.A. Tr(H_) , (31)
m-!

where
f

Tr (H_') = _ f_' g_ . (32)
t--i

Since the magnitudes of the diagonal elements, f,i and &_ , are much greater than those of the

off-diagonal elements, ta (s/s')f0is a good zero-th orderapproximationfor the real ta (s/s')f. Then, the

orthogonal expansion methods described in the preceding Section todd be used to approximate the

remainder. Thus,

ln._f = ln_fo + (ln_f - ln_fo)

= ln_fo + Y.W.A. 8AoTr(H') , (33)

where

8/% Tr(H') ,, 6[Tr(H') - Tr(H_)]

= ETr(H/" ) - Tr(H_')'] -ETr(H')- Tr(H_')] , (34a, b)

in which the prime refers to the lighter of the two isotopic molecule, as usual. Ali terms contained in the

last expression of Eq. (34b) aregenerally much swaller than the termsf_ &, of ta (s/s')f,. For m=l and

ml2, F_. (34) become

_aoTr(H)= Z;Y__g,j)J_j , (35)

and
2

_iaorr(S _) = _ [46(g,,g,,)f,:j + r_g,,X_._+fi,.fj)+ r_g,,gj,)_j]

+ _ E E [2_,, gj.)l;j:. + 2_g,.g,.)(f,,£. +_;:.)]
i_ j_ k

+ Z _ _ _ cS(g,,gj,)./;,._, . (36)
i0 j,t k_ I



In a variationof the diagot_l-element approximation,Eq. (33), the zero-rh orderterm _ (s/s3fo, is

replacedbytn(s/s')fowhichisevaluatedbyusingthediagonaltermsofH d,a matrixobtainedby setting

ali off.diagonal term of the product of G and F matrices to zero:

Hd " {hi#6ii} , (37)

where

hi# - _fiig_j , (38)
t

so thatthe i-rheigenvalue of IHd - _.1 I = 0 is

_'i.d = hti = _ fikgki (39)

Thus,

In.-_-ff= In-._i.f,+ _ W.A., .-_ _AaTr(H') , (40)111

where

8A#Tr(H=) ,, _Tr(H')- rr(H_)]

= [Tr(HTM) - rr(H_')']- rTr(H =) - rr(H;)] . (41)

An advantage of the tn (s/s_fd approximation over the tn (s/s')fo approximation is that the zero-th

orderapproximation in the former takes into account some of the effects of the first-orderinteractions

terms. Form=1 andm=2, Eq. (41) becomes

8AsTr(H) = 0 , (42)

2

Ad Tr(H 2) = '_Z [28(g_,gu)j_if_j+ 8(g,,/):,_j+ F,_g,,gj#)g_j]

+ Z Z gj,)f..j];,,+ g,,)(2f,,fj,+ )]
ill j_ k

+ E Z Z Z ,5(g,,gjt)f,',f_k (43)
i_ j_t k,* 1

Although one is able to set a general mathematicalerrorbound for the approximations for In b(u), the

same is not true for the approximations of tn (s/s')f. This is because tn (sJs')f depends on particular

distributions of the vibrational frequencies of molecules and their isotope shifts. In spite of these

limitations, the precisions of the approximationsare sufficiently high to have allowed us to find useful

correlations of isotope effects with various structuralfeatures of real molecules. These results will be

mmm_ized in next section.
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II-B. Correlation Studies

In terms of the orthogonal polynomial approximation, effects of molecular geometry on the isotope

effect phenomena manifest themselves through the various elements of Wilson's G-matrix. (10')Hydrogen

atoms in hydrogenous molecules are terminal atoms except in hydrogen-bonding structures. An isotope

substitution at the positions of these hydrogen atoms and other end-atom substitutions lead to a type of

isotope effects which are simple to analyze, mainly due to relatively simple differences in the G-matrices

of these isotopic molecules. __4.6.n. n,._,o_ ) The substitutions at positions other than an end position, on

the other hand, cause far-reaching effects down several chemical bonds and thus generally require a more

careful attention. (5.,2.t,._. n05.no•)

H-B-1. End-Atom Isotopf Effects

In Figure 1, atoms 1, 4 and 5 are examples of end-

atom, and atoms 2 and 3 are examples of non-end atom.

Elements of G-matrix are generally given by¢t°*_

Ali atoms _.), _.)
gt_, = _ _ st_* sj_ , (44)

Figure 1
--)

where _t=is the reciprocal mass of atom a, and s la

is Wilson's s-vector for the coordinate i and atom a.

Referring to Figure 2, we have
--) _ --) -.) -.) .-)
s,l._ = -•n2 , s,i.2 = •n2 , s,1,3 = 0, (45)

and

-') _.) ...) ...) --.)
$r2,1 = 0 , $r2,2 = es2 , $r2,) = - es2 • (46)

,Jt Sr2,s

Figure 2 e_y_S_,2

ro_ s_,
r, ' _ Srl,2

e_,_ Sr2,2
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where e a) is a unit vector directedfromatom a to atom 6. For the bending coordinatet, the vectors s,.,

and s,. + are perpendicular to the unit vectors el2 and ej,, respectively, but the vector s,. = is not

perpendicularto either bond, 1-2 or 3-2, unless the equilibriumbond angle is 90°.

Thus, the diagonal elements are;

g,i " P, + P2, g_" _: + P, , g," It,I 3, + _P2 + I_P, (47)

where

Pt = (r0/rn)2 , P, = (ro/r:s): , P2 --- ro2( 1/r,22 + 1/r,22 - 2 cos to / r,2r23) (48)

and the off-diagonal elements are;

g,,., = (',,.=' s,.2) It2 = - It: (ro/r,_) sin to (4%)

g,_., - ( s,_.2, s,.:) It2 " - It: (ro/ r2_) sin to (49b)

g,,.,_" (s,,.:'s,2.2)l_ " -It2 coSto (49c)

We note that the kinetic energy interaction between a bond-stretching motion and an angle-bending

motion depends only on the mass of the centralatom such as atom 2 in Figure2 and not on the terminal

atoms such as atoms 1and 3 in Figure2. This is due to the fact thatthe vector s,., is perpendicular to the

vector • t=. The isotopic difference 8g,t+ for an isotope substitutionat Position 1 vanishes. In general,

6&j - 0 between a stretching coordinate and a bending coordinate for an end-atom substitution.

Furthermore,ali off-diagonal elements g_between a bond-stretching motion and a torsion of an adjacent

bond vanishdue to the similarperpendicularityof the correspondings-vectors.

We studied end-atom isotope effects in CO2(_)and, I-I20,CI-I_O,CHo C:-I4, C:I-I+and C61"I+('',2.,) in

the light of the orthogonal polynomial approximationsof RPFR. For an end-atom substitution the only

intercoordinatekinetic energy couplings (g_) that contribute to tn (s/s')f are the adjacent bend-bend

interactions such as those among the threeHCH angle bends sharinga C-H bond in methane. Ali other

&j's (i;ej) vanish for the end-atom isotope effect. Furthermore,the contributionsof interactions among

the bending coordinates to isotope effect are small compared to the diagonal terms such as f.,6g, and

f,,:_)_ [ cf: Eq. (26), (27), (35), (36), (42), (43)], since g,j f_j<< g, f,,, &j: << f.+f_, and f,j2 << f., f_.

Consequently, the diagonal element approximations Icf: Eq. (34) and (41)] which use only the diagonal

terms of F- and G-mattricesaregenerally within 1%of the exact values oftn (s/s')f at 300K for this type

of isotopic substitution.

Hydrogen isotope effects are attributableto individual internalvalence coor_tes ('>,and the isotope

effects attributed to individual valence-coordinate force constants are nearly additive at room

temperature. The point is iI]_ in Table I. The bond-stretchingforce constants account for at least

65%of the total H/D isotope effect at 300K and become even more dominantat higher temperature. The

relative importance of su'etching and bending forces in an end-atom substitution is due to their

dominance m the first two term ( the terms of m-I and2) in the orthogonalexpansion.
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In Table 1, it is noted that the unit contribution of C-H stretchingforce constantper unit value of

(mdyn.A'_) is relatively constantamong ali molecules, while those for the H-C-H bending coordinateare

more scattered. This is a consequence of relatively small effects of the second-order (m-2) terms

involving the C-H coordinate compared to the first-orderterm. The only significant contributionof C-H

stretch is (I/24) W,(hc/kT)f, 8g,, where f, is the diagonal force constantfor the C-H stretchingand 8g. -

l/It. - 1/_ = 0.496 ainu.

Generally as far as the H/D isotope effect are concerned, the hydrogenous bond sm'etchingas a

valence coordinate is a very good approximationof a normal coordinate. This is because, hydrogen

atoms being the lightest atoms, do most of the vibrational motions against the other atoms, and the

motions do not kinetically intereactwith other valence coordinates except between the adjacent bends

thatinvolve the isotopically substitutedhydrogen.

Analysis of end-atom isotope effects other than the hydrogen isotope effect is similarly simple and

the additivityholds weil, although the bond-stretchingvalence coordinatesinvolving other end-atoms are

not as good an approximationof a normal coordinateas the stretchingcoordinate involving a hydrogen

atom.

These observations lead to a simple method for calculating the end-atom isotope effects.(2) It is

possible to compute the RPFR at room temperatureand above with a reasonable accuracy simply from

the atomic masses and the stretchingand bending force constants. The method is based on the first-order

approximation to the method of Eq. (19):

$ I (_)2 .mtch_&be,_l_ , ,InTrf 2-7 E W,g,,)f i , (50)

where Wi' and Wt are the first-order(mffil) modulating coefficients for the lighter and heavier isotopic

molecules and found from one of the tables reported in References 105 and 106. Here it is sufficient to

use _,' -- ( _t._' + I.t) f,, and _,, -_- ( _t.u + _t) f, as a basis for the look-up values of the range of

expansion in the W-tables. Here, the assumption,W,'= W_, is adequate.

Deviations fromthe First Rule of The Mean

Oneof the most critical tests of various isotope effect dataon a given molecule for the dam's internal

consistency is the tests on the sum rules for the isotopic vibrationalfrequencies and those on the rules of

the mean for the isotopic thermodynamic data.

The first ordersum rule (_=)for the frequencies states that, for certain sets of isotopic molecules, a

certainalgebraicsum of the molecular sums of the squaresof harmonicfrequenciesover the set vanishes.

The set of isotopic molecules must satisfy the superposifionrule, which requires thatthe set of molecules

can be geometrically superimposed with appropriate signs in such a way that the atoms vanish at ali

positions. The sum rule is a direct and exact consequenceof the assumptions of a harmonicpotential, its

14



invariance with respect to isotopic substitution,and the equivalence of isotopic,ally substitutedpositions.

The higherordersumrules¢_o3,to9_arealso based on the same assumptions.

There is a statistical mechanical analogue of each of the sum rules._lm,io_,_o9,_o ) The most common

ones are the rule of the mean related to the first order sum rule and the temperature-independent

pre-exponential factor related to the Teller-Redlich product(3n-6) rule.<_03_ Thus, because of the first

ordersum rule, the equilbriumconstantat room temperaturefor an isotopic disproportionationreaction

such as

H20 + D20 " 2HDO

is very close to the high temperatureclassical limit, s(d0 s(dz)/ s(dt)2 - 4. The usually small deviations

from the rule of the mean value can be interpreted ¢6)in the light of the m - 2 and higher order terms of

orthogonalexpansion of tn (s/s_)f. lt is possible to develop a systematics of the deviations fromany n-th

orderrule of the mean and express the deviation in terms of the reciprocal masses of the substituted

atoms and the harmonicforce constants.

To facilitate a simple identification of the valence coordinates that would make non-vanishing

contributions to the m-th orderdeviation from an n-th orderrule of the mean and of those which do not

contribute to the deviation, a new matrix, D-matrix,was introduced._6)The elements of a D-matrix are

zero or unity, depending on whether an interaction between two valence coordinates makes a zero or

finite contributionto the deviation. A systematic method for constructingD-matrix was developed. In

general, presence of off-diagonal elements in F-matrix among the primarilybending motions, such as

bond-anglebending, wagging and bond-torsion, tends to increase the deviation even in the cases of D/II

substitutions. In the cases of multiple isotope substitutions in a molecule, proximity of the substituted

atomic positions promotes significant couplings of higher orderand leads to deviations from the rule of

the mean.

H-B-2. Central Atom ]_i:,_._!_'_

When an isotope substitution is made at a non-end atom position such as positions 2 and 3 in Figure

1, number of non-vanishing cross-interactionterms in the m-2 and higher terms increases exponentially.

The m-,2 term in the orthogonal expansion of tn (s/s')f contains the isotopic difference in the trace of

(FG)2;
8Tr(II 2) ffi Tr[OFG/)2] _ Tr[OFG)2] (51)

which furtherconsists of the following seven types of terms: (1) f,,28g_2, (2) f2 8(g_g_), (3) f,, f_j_&j),

(4) (f., f_j+ f_2)6(gJ), (5) f_f,_f_,_g_O, (6) (f_ f_k+ f._fjk)8(gtjglO, and (7) f_jf,_8(gljge). Inthe

end-atom isotope effects, all of these vanish except for those which only involve the diagonal elements
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such as g_and g_and p_'sin which (i, j) areadjacent angle-bending coordinates. This is so, even when ali

off-diagonal fu'swere non-vanishing. In reality, the f_elements tend to be negligible between i andj that

are few bonds away from each other.

In contrast, in the central atom isotope efects the following g_'s are in general non-vanishing and

isotope-dependent:

( i, j ) - two stretchessharingthe centralatom,

( i, j ) = a stretchand a bend sharinga bond involving the centralatom,

( i, j ) - a stretchand a bend sharingthe centralatombut not a bond,

( i, j ) - two bends sharingthe centralatom,

and ( i, j ) - two bends sharinga bond involving the centralatom.

This has a consequence of extending the effects of an isotope substitution at a non-terminal atomic

position down several bonds instead of merely to one or two bonds. The question of down how many

chemical bonds an isotope substitutionat an atomic position carries its effects depends on an interplay

between the off-diagonal p_ and interaction force constants fw We examined these effects using

prototype molecules, CO2, I4.20,CH4,C2H4,C21"I_and C6H_.(s'n. ,s) The stretching forces dominate the

isotope chemistry of carbon and oxygen, accounting for 70% to 90% of the RPFR among them. In

general, valence-bond contributionsfor the centralatom isotope effects are far less additive than those of

the end-atom isotope effect. Contributionsof individual force constantsto the isotope effect do not obey

the rules of the means as well as those for the end-atom isotope effects. The method of D-matrix is

especially useful for finding the molecular featuresthatcause the deviations from the rules of the means.

Isotove Effects at the Centerof Hip_hlySymmetricMolecules

Although the correlation of isotope effects with various features of a molecule is generally not a

straightforwardtask, the analysis of effects of an isotopic substitution at an atomicposition located on ali

symmetryelements of a highly symmetricmolecule leads to a clear-cut correlation due, in large part, to

an extensive factorization of the vibrationalsecular equation.(;') The structureof block-factoring of the

secular equation is isotope-independent for these substitutions. This leads to a simple formula for the

isotope shift in every vibrationalfrequency,in which ali terms areexpressed as an explicit function of the

elements of F- and G-matrices.

In the highly symmeu'ic molecules such as those in point groups To O_, and Dsa, many chemical

bonds around the centralatom are at 90° from each other, and many planes contained in the molecule are

perpendicularwith each other. This leads to many vanishing &j's. A centralatom substitution such as

one at X in X'Y4, XY6,and XY2Zsdoes notchange the molecular symmetry. Thus,, for the X'/X -isotope

effect in XZ2Ys , the irreduciblerepresentation,

F " 2A_'+ 2A 2"+ 3E_'+ 2E2' + E_"+ E2" , (52)
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is unchanged by the X' /X-substitution. Furthermore,only the two-dimensional block of A2', the

three-dimensional block of E{ and the two-dimensional block of Es'me isotope-dependent,and every

element of G-matrix in the A_',E,' and E2'blocks contains a term of _, the reciprocal mass of atom X.

Thus, each element of the correspondingH-matrix is a uniformly linear functionof _;

Hij - aij ttx + bij (53)

Since ali algebraic equations of the ordersup to three are analytically solvable, we have a means for

obtaining the expressions for ali vibrationaleigenvalues of both isotopic molecules and their isotope

shifts. For example, take a 2-dimensional block. The vibrationalsecular equationis of the form,

13: 0 , (54)

where ¢xand [3are

a -- G,F,, + G:2F_ + 2GnFn , (55a)

and _ " ( G,,Ft, - Gn' )(F,,Fn - Ft,_) . (55b)

They are in the forms,

a -- bt_ + c, , (56a)

and [3 - a_ 2 + bo_ + Co , (56b)

in which the coefficient aeis a functionof the force constantsonly, while b,and ctare functions of force

constants andalso linear functions of l_vand _.

DifferentiatingEq. (54) and solving for8_.,one obtains

sx = - Sl3 (57)2_,-n

where 8_. - _.'- _., &x = a'- ez,and 813= [Y- [3. Thus,

&z - b, _Btx (58a)

8[3 ___-( 2ad_ + b0) 8_x (58b)

and

_--_-c_28_ = f_u2 =_ 2uSu (59)kT )

Equations (58b) and (59) hold well when X is a heavy atom. We see that f_x factors out of the

numeratoron the right-handside of Eq. (57). The _.'s in Eq. (57) can expressed in terms of the same

geometric and force constantparametersas those used for the expressions of a and [_. We thus have a

means for explicitly correlating _. and 8_., and con_quently u and Su, with the parameters such as

molecular geometry, isotopic masses and the force constants.

Similarly, for a 3-dimensional blocks of vibrationalsecular equation, _. and 8_. can be expressed in

terms of the molecular parameters.(_)
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Then, the method of using the symmetry coordinates for the highly symmetric molecules can be

combined with Bigeleisen's G(u)-S(u)approximation °°'',0_forLn(s/s')f;

In = _G(u_)Su_I + 2G(u_)u"7"i

where
1 1 1

6(u)= _.- _. + (61)• u - I

md

S(u) = I _ ue" (62)
u (eu _ i)2

If u, and Su, were calculable, even the first term of the G(u)Su-approximation would generally give an

orderof magnitude betterprecision than any other correlationmethod. However, the precision required

fora satisfactory evaluation of 8u is far more stringentthan the requirement for u. The present method

for the explicit relationships for _ and 8_ presented in this section provides a reliable means for isotope

effect correlation for the substitutions at the highly _/mme_ic center of molecules having a high

symmeu'y.
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III. Correlation of Zero-Point Energy with Molecular Froces and Structures

We studied various theoretical aspects of vibrational zero-point energy (ZPE), its isotope shift,

8(ZPE), and phnse-shifts of the isotope shift, AS(ZPE).(is,19,_.:_,_47,_,,_,)

The ZPE is defined as

ZPE = _-h v_ = 9

t (63)

,_herefisvibrationaldegreeoffreedom,and_,,isthei-rhvibrationaleigenvalueobtainedbysolving

lH - _.ll- IGF - _.ll = 0 . (64)

Since it is difficult to accurately approximatethe function f(x) - x in terms of powers of x _, there had

not been an accurate approximation for the ZPE in terms of the elements of G and F matrices. We

developed such an approximationmethod basedon the orthogonalpolynomial series.

IH-A. The ZPE as Explicit Function of M01¢¢ularStructure and Molecular Forces

In this pan, we will firstpresentthe development of the mathematicaltool and then give a summary

of results of various applicationsto various isotope effect and non-isotope effect problems.

m-A-l. Development of Mathematical Tools

We based our development_.9_of mathematical theory for this purpose on Lanczos' orthogonal

polynomial expansion<_o,)of fimction x anas follows:
PI

xlrZ _ _ u,,x m [0 <x< 1] (65)
m=0

where

o¢. - 2m-I "2j2 1 ' (66)
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in which C._ is the coefficient of the m-rh orderterm in a Jacobi polynomial of ordern defined in the

range, 0 < x _ 1.

Let the normal frequency spectrum of an N-atomic molecule be represented by the following

ascendingsequence of vibrationaleigenvalues;

7,.,,_, ... , 7,.,,... , 7,,,( = 7,,,.,,.,) (67)

in which degenerateeigenvalues are countedseparately. Correspondingto the sequence (67), we createa

normalized sequence, thatis, normalizedto a certainvalue _, which would be determinedlater:

xi,x_,... ,x,,... ,x, (=x__) (68)

where x, " _'i I _.o (69)

and x__- x,- _---./_,0 (70)

The parameter_ is completely arbitraryat this point. In orderto take advantage of Eq. (65), however,

we define the range of expansion, _, such that

x_ < _ . (7])

Then,theZPE canbeapproximatedby

- _ X_ (72)
i mm0 _0 i

wheream is

[] _ _ L
a= = 2m- 1 _= ,,=o 2j 1 (73)

Further,we have
/.
Z X'_ = Tr (II") = Tr [0FG)=] (74)

i

For n=2, Eq. (72) becomes
/

h Z [bo(_o,_) + bn(_,o,_)_.,+ b2(lo,_)_,_] (75)ZPE = _',-i
where

bo = a__'n_=/D (76)

bi - a,_" '_/D (77)

b2 = a2_'_/D (78)

inwhich

D = ae_ 2 + a,_ + a2 • (79)

The best values of the parameters_ and _ would be those thatminimize the errordefined by

s . Z,w_)A) , (8o)

where ¢o(_,,)is a weighting function, which we took to be proportionalto X,',

w()_) - A _" , (81)
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and

A, = b0(_.0,_)+ b_(_.0,_)_.+ b2(_.0,_)_.2 - _._ (82)
For a given k, an optimumset of (/%,_ is obtainedby simultaneously solving

as / _ = 0 (83a)
|

and _S / _ - 0 . (83b)

Three cases were explored: Case A, forwhich a constraint_ - _.,ffi,was set; case B, anotherspecial case

in which the range of expansion _ _ a_ equatedto x R; and case C in which _ and q(,, _._/;%) were

treatedas independentof each other.

The optimizationof S yields the following sets of solutions. Case A: threepositive roots for _ for

every k value tested, ranging from k - 0 to 10e. Each of three roots, _(al), _(a2), and _(a3), leads to a

distinct approximation. Case B: three k-dependentpositive roots for _ (and the corrspondingvalues of

_, which are designated as _(bl), _(b2) and _(b3), and two k-independent roots, _(b4) and _(b5). The

three roots, _(bl), _(b2), and _(b3), lead to an identical approximation, while _(b4) and _(b5) give two

distinct approximations. Case C: two positive roots, [_(cl) and Tl(c2)]and [_(c2), 11(c2)]. The two roots

producean identical approximation.

Some representative values of the solutions of Eqs. (83a, b) foreach of the three cases are shown in

Tables 2, 3, and 4.

Table 2. Best Values oft for Case A. g, = )k,.,..°°) Table 3. Best Values oft for Case B. _, = _ _(,s))

k ((al) t(a2) t(a3) k [(bl) ((b2) ((b3)

0.0 0.849 12 1.834 37 2.147 21 0.0 0.867 17 1.746 08 19.836 36
0.5 0.876 48 1.665 32 3.179 50 0.5 0.897 93
1.0 0.898 83 1.706 55 3.7,52 41 1.0 0.926 22 1.566 3,5 20.751 94
1.,5 0.918 03 1.7,59 90 4.160 4,5 1.5 0.950 22
2.0 0.93477 1.81041 4.47011 2.0 0.97020 1.46361 21.22786
2.`5 0.94949 1.85561 4.71430 2.,5 0.98672
3.0 0.962,53 1.895 49 4.912 21 3.0 1.000 30 1.404 27 21.472 68
3.5 0.974 1,5 1.930 6,5 ,5.076 03 3.,5 1.011 40
4.0 0.984 57 1.961 72 5.213 94 4.0 1.020 39 1.368 67 21.604 78
4.`5 0.993 96 1.989 31 5.331 67 4.5 1.027 63
5.0 1.002 45 2.013 94 5.433 38 5,0 1.033 38 1.347 15 21.678 12

10.0 1.057 29 2.164 22 5.997 85 6.0 1.041 40
1`5.0 1.08`5 31 2.235 18 6.237 23 7.0 1.046 02
20.0 1.102 31 2.276 3,5 6.369,54 8.0 1.048 36

-e 1.171,57 2.430 50 6.828 43 9.0 1.049 21

• The value of k higher than 10', beyond which the
roots are within 10"' of their asymptotic limits.
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Table 4. Best Values of _ and TI for Case C. (,9)

$

t t(cl) _ _(cl) ° _(c2) .(c2)
0.172663 2.438 38 1.443 47
0.5 3.258 79 1.319 60

1.0 3.85621 1.24617 11.56689 3.73796 .._,_
1.5 4.264 91 1.202 28 K

o
2.0 4.570 27 1.17215 9.982 92 2.560 34 E
2.5 4.808 92 1.149 98 ,_ ,
3.0 5.001 20 1.13293 9.20211 2.084 57 _ ! '\ ",q/}
3.5 5.159 66 1.119 39 --" \ '
4.0 5.292 64 1.108 36 8.732 96 1.828 81 • •
5.0 5.405 88 1.099 20 J •
7.0 5.788 69 1.069 74 o o.5 • "
I0.0 6.042 37 1.05142 "_ •
15.0 6.269 62 1.035 75 • _',
20.0 6.39496 1.027 40 ._- \,

- 6.828 43 1.00000 _ _- "
•

0.1
0 1 _! $ 4 $ 6 7 | 9 10

k

F_re 3. Relativeenon intheZPE appmxima_ons forrh©

modelsystemusingv_ous rootsofEqs.(83Lb)o,)

For the model system which has its frequencydistributionaccording to Eq. (82), the relative error,o, of

an approximationcanbe writtenas

OOE = 2k+3 I._)1_ZPE 2k + 2 ' (84)

This function is plotted in Figure3.
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IH-A-2. Zer_-p0int Energy Approximation for l_-Alklinf.s

For real molecules, actual precision of approximation depends on the particular distribution of

frequencies. The best second-o_r approximation based ¢mthe Chebyshev polynomia] T,'(x) for n-para-

c"c"lI I1"=°_ I

Table$" ]_ul't_ximati°m f°r n'Pliraffmsm'_ iIi11JIii] "li
A parameters zl(k=O) a3(k=O) [f=63J bJ_l ii

precision -3.1% (C,) 1o -1.3% (CD)to

o3,,o, blB parameters bl (k = O) bl (k = O) II =90] it,liJ.IJprecision -2.5% (C,) to -3.1% (CD)to I
-0.03% (C,) -2.7% (C,,)

precision +0.1%(C,) to +0.6%(CD)to U = 9] _

+5.8% (C,,) 1.4%(C,,)

•". I i

c,,,o.,jt,.,,j L ,
0.2 , , • , • --

_(bl) z¢ 0.167171

0.1 - k = o.o

goo___..f------_ _
<-0.1 , a _ ,, _ _

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 .0

X ( • k / )_o) x,,,o,-,

Figme 4. Al_lute _ror sad dislril_tion of Z, ag
functiom ofx for C.me B at k =O.m)

ffms up to Ct,H30 are summarized in Table 5. Among ali cases we studied (=) the best results for

n-_ were obtained by equating the range of expansion to the largest aoemalized eigenvalue (Ca_-

B) and setting k " 0; the absolute error is 2.5% for Cs and lower than 1% for the molecules larger than

propane. These results which are entirely different from the one expected from Figure 3 are due to the

difference in the frequency distribution. Figure 4 illustrates this for Case B at k = 0. The unit interval of

the histogram is Ax - 0.0 l, and the heights are normalized to u,:,ityfm"the mostpopuluousinterval.
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IH-A-3. Hydrogen Isotope Effects in ZPE and Linear Frequenfy Sum Rules

For an isotope shift in ZPE, let us choose to use the same set of approximationparameters for the

ZPE'sof both isotopic molecules. Then, Eq. (75) becomes

(ZPE) ___-_[b, 8(_._) + b25(_.2)]
(S5)

where 8(• - Tr0I') - Tr(H) , (Sea)

8(Z _.,) = Tr(H'2) - Tr 0t 2) , (86b)

and H' - G'F and H - GF . (87a,b)

The best approximationparametersforali single and multiple D-for-H substitutionsin I-I_O,HCHO,CHo

C:H,, C21"I_, andC6I-Iewere found among the

Cases of C. m) In Figure 5, the ordinateis

1 h !
A = T V_p_,_ - Thv---- (88)

2

The actualerrors for_ZPE) of real molecules

are stronglydependenton the distributionof

eigenvalue shifts. _ }

°"1 \ /o.o3 /
/

Generally,the approximations for _ZPE) ,.o, 1. I. \ \ \ /_//of all moleculescanbeanalyzed by means of 1 \ \o.o, \ / / /

classificationofthevalencecoordinatesinto 1 \ k X //_/
four categories; ="_ 0"°°

_ \ 3.0

n.- number of H-X bonds, < -0"0' \ _ N_ D
n b " numberof independentH-X-Y angles, -°" \ ", /i"

\
n, " numberof torsional and otherout-of- -0.03 _ -"-//

plane coordinatesinvolving hydrogen, -o.o, '_= .,,i
/

n, = numberof coordinates which do not -o.oJ
0.0 0.! 0.]1 0.3 0.4 0.$ 0.4 0.7 0.11 0.9 1.0

directly involve motions ofhydrogens. _,/,_,,_,

Figure 5. Normalizederrorh_ _aas • functionof
normalizedeigenvalueZI Zm forapproximationsof

Type C. Numberson the curvesarek values.(2J)
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Thus, at k = 0.173 for Case C, the least-squares fit of the best-k data on the prototype molecules we

studied yields ¢_)

k_ - 0.019n,- 0.082(n, + n,) + 0.994 (89)

Linear frequency sum rule was derived on the basis of these orthogonal expansion, cn) The rule

approximatelyholds for any set of isotopic molecules that satisfies a second-orderfrequency sum rule.

The first-ordero_2)and second-order(,o9)frequencysum rules exactly holds underthe Born-Oppenheimer

approximation and, respectively, correlatethe sums of the squaresand the fourth powers of vibrational

frequenciesof isotopicmolecules. FromEq. (85), we have

I 8_., + b281_,,=] (90)8Zv, ; 2"_[b,
The second-ordersumrulemaybegenerallywrittenas

I;jaj(Sg,_,i _)j = 0 , (91)

where ¢xjis a sum-rule coefficient for the j-rh isotopic pair, and the sum over j is taken over ali pairs

involved in the sum rule. When a second-orderrule holds, then a first-orderrule also holds among the

same set of isotopic molecules and with the same coefficient. Thus, if F.,q.(91) holds, then we also have

Zjaj(SZ_)j- 0 (92)

If we define a sum rule difference, As, by

As = gaj (8_ _,,)j , (93)

Eq.(90)thenleadsto
!

AS.,_,, " 2"_[b,I;jaj(SZ_) + b, Zj¢zj(82_,,2)] . (94)

Then, As.,am vanishes ifEq. (91) and, consequently, Eq. (92) hold. IfAS..,_,,_is a good approximationof

AS,the latter should vanish approximately. Thus

I_j(xj(SI_v_)j -- 0 . (95)

We called this relation an approximate linear frequency sum rule.

The error made in equating I_(xi(8 I_v.)_to zero, £(AS),is

_(AS) = AS-Ar,._, = _o_[(81_v,)j] . (96)

where _[(8_vj )ii is the error in (SZr.)9 • Since the relative errrorfor81v i varies approximately linearly

with the extent of deuteration,the absolute error may be writtenas

¢[(SI_vi)j] _--.(pj + ¥)(SI_v,)j..a m , (97)

wherej maybetakenasj in (d,._'_) orin (d_/dO.Anysumruleexpressioncanberewrittenbyusing

only the pairs of the form (d_/dj) or only the pairs of the form (¢_/ de). Therefore, no generality is lost

by the approximate linear rule, Eq. (95), by attachingthe special meaning to j as introducedby Eq. (97).

Substitutionof Eq. (97) into F.,q.(96) andthe use of F,qs. (90) - (94) yield

_(As) -= _otj(SI_v,)j . (98)
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(8_vi )j's for monosubstitutions(_.,/_) of equivalent atoms are alike, r jczjis zero for any set satisfying

the first-ordersum rule, and the factor [3is on the orderof 10.2. Therefore, _(_) is likely to be a

generally small quantity. Some examples follow:

Methane: 3(d.Jdl)- (d3/d_)

As - 3 x 1313.97 - 3940.77 - 1.14

_,w,_ " 3 x 1326.27 - 3978.80 - 0.01 (Case CI; k - 0.6 )

Ethylene: 2(d3/dl) - (d,/do)

As - 2 x 2602.27 - 5202.97 - - 1.57

As,,n,_ - 2 x 2628.05 - 5252.10 - 0.00 ( Case CI; k - 0.173 )

Ethane: (di/do) + (d_/d_) - (trans-d2/d_) - (_/1,1,2,2-d,)

As - 1319.20 + 1349.61 - 1321.58 - 1348.20 --0.97

As.wr,,_ - 1319.19 + 1322.43 - 1319.26 - 1322.27 - - 0.01(Case CI; k_ 0.3)

The "law of the mean" for the isotopic ZPEs°_3_incorrectlypredictsthat the sums of isotopic frequencies

vanish (unconditionally) for ali combinations of the isotopic pairs for which the number of deuteriums

cancel. The rules presented here areapplicable only for the sets on which a second-orderrule holds and

yield a precision which is below 0.1%.

HI-A-4. Additivity for Zero-Point Energy

•The concept ofadditivity for the vibrationalZPE is an old one. ¢"'"m_ However, the earlierattempts

were empirical in nature and without much theoretical founda_ioa Most of them used a least-squares

procedureon the experimentallyobservedfundamentalsand thus lack internal consistency and a common

basis for comparison between differentauthors.

The present orthogonalapproximationfor the ZPE has providedthe needed theoretical foundation,czs_

We showed that the earlierrules with varying levels of sophistication can be derived as special cases of

the more general rule. FromEq. (75), we obtain
4

2__zp_ -- y__ + b,Z _ c_j+ b_ZZ Z cyj_,_)
"/i' i _< j i< j m,,I

3 2

+ b_2:2:Z 2:_j,_,.)+ b_2;2:Y_2;2:c,,:,,_,_), _99)
let Q <k)_l i<j,k<li<kj_k_l

where

C,° = (gii f,,) "_ , (I00)

C_j_ = 2gjf_j , (I01)

cu_(l) = 2 g,,g, jfu2 . (1o2)

Cij_(2) - 4g_jf,_(&if,, + &jfj_) , (103)
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Csj2(3) " 2 _j2 fij2 , (104)

Cii'(4) -- 2 gi j' f_,fjj , (105)

Cii kS(l) - 4 gii_kfijfik ) (106")

Cijk2(2) -- 4 gtjgil_fiifjk , (107)

Ctjk2(3) = 4 &j&kf,jf, k , (108)

C,jk,'(l ) = 4&jgk,f,,fjk, (109)

Cijkt2(2) - 48_jgklf,kfjl, (110)

Each of these C-termshas a physical meaning and can be logically proratedand assigned to the valence

coordinatesinvolved in them. For instance, one half of the term, Ctja- 2 &jf_jcan be assigned to each of

the coordinatesi andj. A generalizationof such prorationfor ali first-orderand second-orderC-terms

containedin Eq. (99) leads to an expression,

ZPE =_ _---[_N,r,+ N0.,ro.,l 0]])2

whereN, isthenumberofvalencecoordinatesoftypep (e.g.,C-H stretch,H-C-HbendinCI-I_group)

containedinthemolecule,and r, isthediagonal(i.e.,non-interactive)contributionof one of the

equivalent coozdinatesof type p. The quantitiesNo.) and rc,,) are similar to the diagonal terms except

that the one with the subscript (po.) refer to an interaction of a particulartype between a valence

coordinate of type p and another of type q. There can be more th_ one type of interaction between a

given set of coordinate types, p and q. For instance, a C-H stretch and an H-C-H bend may share a

terminal H-atomin one type of interaction, or share the C-atom in anotherinteraction type, or sharethe

C-H bond in still another. Table 6 is an example of the additivity parameters,rp and rem), forn-alkanes.

Table 6. Contn'butions per Coordin_ and Major Corrections per latercoordinate Interactions to the Prequency Sum ofC,H,..r (28)

types of aordinatmand isteractiom unit contributionsand corrections,#cm "t
SS- i" I_roth first second tot

notation dmcriptioat of p and (pq) NI. and Nq,V" order ocder ocdcr rl, + rt_ )
• CH str (CHi) 6, (n :"2) 2931.2 0 -35.2 2896.1
d CH str (CH2) 2(n - 2), (s _"3) 2881.6 0 .-40.7 2840.9
R CC su (CH_-CH_) I, 0' = 2) I 118.9 0 -29.2 1089.7
R(1) CC str (CH3-CH_-) 2, (n 2:3) 1106.9 0 -28.1 1078.8
R(II) CC str (--CH_-CH2-) #, - 3, (n • 4) 1119.4 0 -$4.0 1085.4
a HCH bend (CH:) 6, (n > 2) 1301.4 0 -']9.2 1222.3
J HCH bend (CH2) s - 2, (n _ 3) 1313.5 0 -77.8 1235.7
B HCC bend (CH:) 6, (n > 2) 1042.0 0 -58.2 983.?

HCC bend(CH D 4(_- 2),(,,> 3) 1065.4 0 --60.9 1004.5
,_ CCC bend s - 2.(n> 3) S00.9 0 -31.0 469.9

C-C torsion $(n - I), (m:* 2) 165.9 0 -3.9 162.0,R'y (CC) x (HCC); CC cmnmon 2(2m- I), (n > 2) 0 -176.8 14,8 -162.0
Rr, (CC) x (CCC); CC common 2(n - 2), (m _ 3) 0 -168.8 11.6 -157.2
*/'r (HCC) x (HCC); CH mmmoa (CHD 4(n - 2), (lt > 3) 0 --94.8 5.8 -89.0
,,,,,,(t) (CCC) x (CCC); CC mmmon a - 3, (m> 4) 0 82.2 -5.2 77.0

(HCC) x (CCC); CC common, H and C u, trans 2, (n • 3) 0 66.8 -5.8 61.0
/_t)" (HCC) x (CCC); CC mmmoa.H ud C is Is_ 40, - 2), (. • 3) 0 27.0 -2.4 24.6
kt) / (HCC) x (CCH); CC mmmm. H sadH is tram 2(s - I) + m, (m• 2p 0 103.2 -16.8 86.4

• Scbachtsclmeider and Seyder'smoUWom. ' AX str means u A-X metcbin8 coo_. (p)x (q) demotes u interaction between •

coordinate of type p and a coordinate of type q, and specification for a particular kind of interaction is given after a
semicolon. _ Np- number of coordinates ofkingp. N,, 0 - number in intercoordinate interaction of kind (pq). The constraints are

given in the parentheses. ' rp is the contn'bution to the frequency sum per coordinate of type p, expressed iu cm 4. rt, e is the
correction to the frequency mm per interaction, expressed in cm 4. • Also, '_(8). _ Also, j_t) and Tj(t). "m = 1 for n ffi2; m = 0
form:, 3.
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As Table 7 illustrates,these parametersyield the resultswhich are within 0.7%of exact values of ZPE.

Table7. Appmx/mafionsfortheFrequencySums ofu-Alkanesf2s)

Additivitv

Exact Value

a. cm_ _ ll.trror
2 31,487 31,475 - 0.038

3 43,677 43,395 - 0.65

4 55,809 55,429 -0.68

5 67,917 67,435 -0.71

6 80,011 79,442 -0.71
7 92,101 91,448 -0.71

8 I04,187 103,454 - 0.70

9 116,271 115,469 - 0.69
lO 128,354 127,467 -0.69

Several simpler additivity rules of variousprecisions were also derived startingwith Eqs. (99) and (111).
The table of additivity parameterswere also constructedfor alkyl chlorides._)

Othtr Applications

The expressions forZPE and 8(ZPE) presentedhere formeda basis for various correlationstudies.

The following is an accountof these studies.

Valence CoordinatesandHydrogeonIsotopeEffects in ZPE(_)

From Eq. (85), we have for the isotopic difference in the frequency sums,

szco, ---13,'sz + 13,'sz; - + , (112)

where 13t' and _2'are relatedto b; and b2 in the obvious manner,and St and S2representthe sums of the

first-orderand second-ordercontributions,respectively.

Using the theory for the ZPE-additivity reported above, the isotope shift in the frequency sum can

also be expressed as a sumof contributionsof the valence coordinates. Thus, •

St = _ T,(p) + _Et_T;(pq) , (I 13)

and S2 - :EpT2(pq) + I:_ T2(pq) , (I 14)

in which Tt(pq) is the sum of all terms of the form 2 f_j _. j where i is a coordinateof type p, and j a

coordinate of type q, while T2(pq) is the sum of all second-order interaction terms, T2'_x]), each

containing different types of geometric factor as in Eq. (27). Although we can conceive of various

additivity formula for 8T._,, the best one that gave the physical insight without becoming too

cumbersomeand without losing the precision is

8_a, =- St + _T2t(P) " St + _n_fp28gp ' , (115)
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where hp, fp,and gparethe numberof type-p coordinatesandthe diagonal elements of F- and G-matrices,

respectively. The precision is 0.7% or better. This is illustratedby Table 8 (26)for di/do-substitutionin

methane.

Table 8. Major Contibutions to Imtope Shift in the Frequency Sum for CHsD / CH4 to

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) ('/) (11) (9) (tO)

C.,m_|nate

type (p) or l, or lM ne Tr(p) u Ts(P)u T(P) u (4)** Tta(p)u Tr(p) or 71'(pq). m_l _ (4)+(11)u
Inm-aclion /mdyn A-t °I' o_ or or

aM Tt(pq) T_pq) T(pq) (2))((3)
ripe (pq)

C,--H strtqch 4.910 I !137.4 -202.1 955.$ 231.3 -202.4 935.1
(92,4) (-16.4) (76.0) (-16.4) (75.9)

HCH bendej 0.370 3 256.7 -11.8 _,H.9 231.$ --8.1 [3)=-3.4:[4]=-1.5 248.5
(20.8) (-I.0) (19,9) ('-0.7) ('-0.3) (-.0.1) (20.2)

(HCH)X(HCH):-0.0779 3 54.1 -2.9 51.2 -231.3 0.0 [2]=-1.5: [3]=-5.2; [5]--'2.2 54.1
adjacent ml (4.4) (--0.2) (4.2) (0.0) (.--0.1) (-,0.3) (0.2) (4.4)

Total (approx) _ 1448.2 -216.0 1231.4 --210.5 1237.7
(117.6) (--17.6) (100,0) (--17.1) (100,5)

Total (exact) '_ 1448.2 -216.4 IZ31.11 --t[10.5 1237.7
(!17.6) (--17.6) (100.0) (--17.1) (100.5)

• F-matrix taken f_om Htrtshorn and Shiner. (nj) The approximation of Case C 1 is used; k - 0.77, _ - 3.614329, TI - 1.274406,

co ,, 3022.31 cml und 8Y,Ao_exact) ,, 1241.45 cm 4. b Ali T tenm are in cm .I. "lee aura.ben in parentheses below the wavenumbe

v-luen are percent of 8_co_exact). • In units of,i_ mdyn .Icm .I. a "lee sum of the contn'butionn tabulated. " The sum of ali

contn'butions, both tabulated und non-tabulated. Contn'bution, whose abmlute magnitudes are le. than 0.1% of 8]:co,(exact) are not

tabulated, r Number in the brackets in the type of intentction, m. s Ali bending coordinates are weighted by the equii_rium C-H

bond iensth. The adjacent bends are two bendl that share a C-H bond.

Classification of Molecules Accordimz to 8(ZPE) forH/D-IsotopeEffect (_7)--

Although ali H-X stretchingcoordinatesare nearly independentof other vibrationsin the molecule,

6(ZPE) is still affected by the moleculargeometry near the site of the H/D substitution. A classification

presentedin Table 9 facilitateda finer tuningfor a higher precision anda better correlationof the isotope

effect. The basis of Table 9 is a study of a few dozens of hydrogeneous molecules. In the Table, Y

generally represents a molecular moiety ratherthanan atom.
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Table 9. Classification of Molecules for H/D Isotope Shifts in Zero-Point energyies _

Repretmtative molecule

Group Description _b) % error

molecule pair /to at _ Ref.

la HX-Y [Linear] 0.277 HCN de/d i 0.259 -0.72 4
HX-Y-Z [Linear] :

lbl (Z=H) 0.264 C_, de/dr 0.266 0.07 5
de/d, O. 262 - O.07

Ib2 (Z_H) 0.197 HCCF de/d, 0.206 0.37 5
le HX-Y [Bent] 0.427 HOCI d,/ds 0.442 0.40 6
ld HX...(Y) ['Planar] 0.278 C,I-IQ de/d, 0.269 -0.$5 7
le HX...(Y) [Nonplarmr] d) 0.322 CHF, de/dr 0.409 2.78 8

(0.278)
CHCI, de/d, 0. 299 - 0.90 5

(o.86)o
CHBr, de/d, 0.257 -2.56 5

(-o._)_
lla H,X 1. 052 HIO de/d, !.005 - O.28 9
lib HtX-Y [Planar] 0.718 HtCO de/d, 0.742 0.31 10
llc H,XY, [Nonplanar] 0.441 CH,F, de/d, 0.498 1.38 1!

HtX-YZs [Planar] :

lldl (Z=H) 0.398 CH,CH, CH,/CD, 0.401 0.08 12

Ild2 (Zr:H) 0.272 CH,CF, de/d, 0.276 0.16 5
lie H,X... (Y) [Nonphmar],) 0.400 CH,CH,Cl de/d, 0. $90 -- 0. SO 5

CH,CH,CH, CHS/CD, 0.410 0.26 5

lilt H,X 0.723 NII t de/d t 0.677 -0.64 I$
lllb H,X-Y [Nonplanar] e) 0.462 CH,F de/d I 0.537 1.69 14

(0.437) *)

CH,CI de/d, 0.463 0.46 5
(o.65)r)

CII,Br de/d, 0.432 --0.76 5
(-o.13)_

CH,I de/d, 0.415 --1.21 5
(-o.38)_

lllc H,X-Y-Z... OA') 0.528 CH,CCH de/d, O.574 0.91 5
[X-Y-Z Linear]

llld H,X-Y. .. (Z) 0.419 CH,CH,CI CHs/CD , 0.436 0.46 5

[Around Y nonlinear],) CH,CH,CH, CHs/CD, 0.442 0.63 5

IV H,X 0.686 CH, de/d, 0.733 0.64 15

de/de o.e,_ -o.69

• Case-B approximation. ' The group average ofthe optimum lc " The first-named isotopic species is the reference molecules from

which the )./., was obtained. ' With no pou_ility of torsion involving the H stem being substituted. * Alternate lr., vtlue obtained

by excluding fluoro-compounds, f The numbers in the parentheses are the percent enea obtained by using the alternate lc, listed in

the parentheses in the third column. * With poss_ility oftondons involving the H atombeing substituted.
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8_PE) in Hydrides and Electronegativity (_'3s)

As expected from the additivity for _ZPE), a linear relationship was found between the square root

of A-H stretching force constants in Ali, (n=l-4) molecules and _)(ZPE) for H/D-substitution. (29)Figure

6 demonstm_s the fact that the contributions of f_, ( i - stretch) to 8(ZPE) through all interaction terms

such as f,_ f_j 8(g, _& j) and f,_ fj j8( E j_) are negligible. A similar plot, Figure 7, for the H-A-H bending

contributions is more scattered, reflecting some significant contributions by these interaction terms.

w ' "HF Q

,,200

500 NH3o OOH , , ,

C__NH 100
HCf0

400 H2S....
-- HBr--'_-(:M o H20

"_ SIHPHCH__e_Hn 5e O-:.u CRHI,'_-----_J _ O NH 3

300 _H4-_-H3:. _ O BH rn H2S o

CRH._-SIH PH 3 o o CH 4u-Bell o H2Se
N _"_-- GoH 5bH 3 o

MgH 0 50
200 CoH

SrH,_LiH IE C_'H4 o° Sill4
BQH"_'-- NQH _uu

I1:_H "6_- KH _:_ O SnH 4

--C_H j_100 ..

0(_ ! I I1.0 2.0 30 00 , Io112._ 1/2:-|/2 0.a 0_
fi_ I moyn A fli112im_nl/2_-1/2

Figure6. Correlationbetweenro'etchingforceconm_ot Figure7. C.ortr_l_onbetweenbendingforceconstant
•-d iUcoam'butio,toE(ZPE). tadiUcoam'butio-toE(ZPE).

Since the first introduction of the concept of electronegativity by Panling (,a) in 1930's, various

attempts have been made for improved definitions of electronegativity. Among them are; ones by

Wilmshurst (zw) ('_' TM ), by Inomata and Masuda (Zt) (,3o),and by Boyd and Edgecome (Xe) (,3_) and the

unshielded core potential (VB) as a measure of electronegativity by Luo and Benson. (m) Gordy's scale is

based on numbers of electrons in the valence shells and the single bond covalent radii of the atoms. <'")

Wilmshurst extended Gordy's formula to include the electronegativity calculations for various molecular
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moieties. Boyd and Edgecombe obtainedtheir atomic and group electronegativity values on the basis of

the topological propertiesof the electrondensity distributionin molecules.

It can be shown_3s_thatthe contributionof H-X stretchingmotions to _ZPE) increases linearlywith

the electronegativity of X, where X is either an atom or a group of atoms. Wilmshurst'sXwis

_w " g(l + m./mx)':'2v., - h , (116)

where m= is the mass of atom a, and g and h are constant property of X. No isotope effects were

considered by these authors. However, since all electronegativities must be isotope-independent in

accordance with Born-Oppenheinerprinciple, the parameterg must be a function of isotopic mass in such

a way to cancel out the isotope dependence of the factors, ( l + mH/ mx ) ":_= and v=. If one assumes

thatthe bond, H-X, in a polyatomic environmentare independentharmonic oscillator (which assumption

we know is a good one, as we have discussed throughoutSections II-A and II-B of the present report),

the parameter8 for the H/D isotope effects must be in a form,

- or - ,
while h is independent of isotOl_,substitutions. With this modificationof Xw,the stretching frequency

shift, 6v,., must have a linear dependence on the electronegativity. Thus, for the D/H-isotope effect, we

have

_(ZPE)m - rz + s . (118)

Table I0 summarizesour comparison,in which

_(ZPE) _-- _ZPE).. + 6(ZPE)_,_ (119)

Figure 8 illustratesa linearity foreach main group, IVA, VA, VIA, and VIIA, of the periodic table. The

average deviation from the linear line is betterthan severalwavenumbers.
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Table 10. CempomaU of 6(ZPE)mufelectronef_tivity

---------.--....-..........................-....----..-....--.-----.., -...o-........

Rolecule B(ZPE) B(ZPE).,, 8(ZPE)... CORR Atm or Xu ;Cs X. V.

Iroup
........ ....... .......... .........,,. ..... .,,..... .... ...,. .... .....

lit" 568.9 568.9 F 3.94 3.99 4.00 9.915

NCI 4122.9 422.9 Cl 3.00 3.00 3.05 7.04

IBr 381.8 381.8 Br 2.88 2.88 2.75 6.13

II 334.6 334.6 I 2.38 2.38 5.25

NeO 632.5 545.9 8?.5 -0.9 -OH 3.88 3.7"2 3.64 8.11

lies 463.3 393.8 89.5 0.0 -SH 2.61 2.68 2.63 5.T7

IleSe 407.6 349.5 69.2 -11.1 -Seri 2.3? 2.36 2.47 5.13

NHs 659.0 500.0 158.T 2.3 -SH2 3.40 3.02 3.10 6.6'?

PHt 485.0 355.7 133.0 "3.7 -Plt, 2.20 2.19 2.17 4.55

AsHa 450.4 338.0 158.7 "44.3 "_H2 2.03 2.05 2.26 4.20

S_s 396.4 304.6 116.3 -24.5 -5bHt 1.76 1.68 3.55

CN, 645.4 440.4 203.7 1.3 -CHs 2.63 2.47 2.58 5.19

SIH, 474.3 343.0 131.5 -0.2 -SiHa 1.78 1.91 1.91 8.ql

Geffa 464.3 337.8 127.2 "0.7 -Gell3 !.69 1.88 2.05 3.24

SnH, 405.0 308.0 97.8 -0.8 -SnHs 1.51 1.71 2.63
o mmm_.oom.oom_m_oommmomo _mmmmommomo.momm--ommmm moommoomm'oeemmmmOmmmmoo _4J°mOmOmDm°O°'m

• Ali the 6(ZPE), B(ZPE)ot,, &(ZPE),**, lul:lCO_R_luee sre liven in units of ca"t.

,oo
I I I_ I_

Sb C O i
_E400 -

N

'°200 -_ tI I I I

00 I 2 "%/ 3

Fisurc 8. Plot ofE(ZPE)mvs. Wilmshurst'selectroaesativity
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III-B. Isotope Effects In Zero-Point Energy Shifts upon Condensation--v

One of the most importantfactors thatdeterminethe isotopic difference in the vaporpressuresis the

isotope shift in the ZPE upon condensationof gaseousmolecules, 8A(ZPE);

/
8A(ZPE) - _ hcY'.[&o,(g)- 8(0,(c)] , (120a)

41, i
/

and AS(ZPE) = _-hc_ [Am,' - Am,] , (120b)i

where 8(0," (iii'- (0i (121a)

and A(0i" co,..,.-(0,,.,i,,.i , (121b)

so that 8A(ZPE) -- AS(ZPE) . (122)

Ordinarily,8A(ZPE) as defined here is positive. See Figure9. For the condensed phase systems in which

the only intermolecular force is Lodondispersion forces,

the sumof the condensation shiftsin the vibrationaleigen- GAS(')

values, Lv3._,of a representative molecule A is ) ',,,

/ ¢xn ', Bzn(,o,)

_A_,_ = -2 [ 8Q,,4 ,) (123) ,,.t

where as is the electronic polarizability of a neighbormolecule '., _. oas

B in its groundstate, S_s is the equilibriumaverageintermole- Sz,e(,;q)", iaz,E
lte

"_..2, ,_ _ tlQUiDculm separationin the w,ndensedphase, and ( _)'_/ _ is the
11

first derivativeof the dipole moment vector P with respect to t,o.T (') ._... .tAw
the i-th normalcoordinate Qiof the representativemolecule. ('u_

Figu_ 9. Isotope effect on ZPE shift

uponcondeuution.03)

A combinationofEqs.(120)and(123)witha 8(ZPE)approximationsuchasEqs.(I11),(112)and

(I15)providesa directmeansofevaluating8A(ZPE)usingpropertiesofthegaseousmolecule.Atthe

timeofourstudyofthisproblem,theonlyavailablerelationshipbetween_o, andY.,_,was thatof

BigeleisenandGoldstein.o2s)Thefirsttermof thisinfiniteseriesis

/ ! 1 f
]: 8(0; _-- _: 8_._ , (124)

i 8K2C2 (02 t

so thatthe vaporpressure isotope effect parameter,B • 8A(ZPE),becomes
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where C is a condensed-phaset.msctm_ constantwhich accounts foran overall influenceof ali molecules

in the firstand outercoordinationspheresand is well known forvarious crystal lattice structures.

The magnitudeof ('dP/_)Q_):can be evaluatedby transformingthe .polartensor,

Px(a) - _P,/aXa _P,/_¥a _P,/_Z,, , (126)
Be, I BXa ae, I a Ya Be, I BZa

into the center-of-mass/principal axis coordimate system. The partial derivatives in Eq. (126) are the

cartesiancomponentsof the derivatives foratom a. Then, it canbe shown°_ that

/) = _ga{a 2 - t'l - 2D , (127)

where p_ is the reciprocalmass of atom a, and _ is the effective atomic chargeon atom a as defined by

Personand Newton,o2_

_2a = Fr [ P x(a) P x(a)' ] , (128)

where P x(a)' is the transpose matrix. The term D and D are correction terms which, respectively,

represent the effects of molecular rotationsand external-internalkinetic energy interactions. The terms
-.)

of P x(a) can be evaluatedfrom a quantummechanicalalgorithm.

By means of F.,qs.(124)-(138), 8A(ZPE) can be expressed as a product of an isotope-independent

condensed-phasefactor and au isotopic difference in the gas-phase properties.°'> The theory was tested

o_ by calculating the effective atomic charges for carbonand hydrogen in ethylene using the CNDO/2

molecular orbitalprogram. The theory was applied to the D/H. and *'C/'_C- isotope effects in methane

and fluoromethanes,and the results were comparedwith experimental values of the total IR absorption

intensifies and 6A(ZPE). This led to a set ofrules of thumbfor predictinga large value of 8A(ZPE).°3_

The following propertiesand featuresof a molecule generally increase 8A(ZPE).

a) Highly polarbonds,because they increase _. The effect is more markedfora centralatom

surroundedby polarbonds than fora terminalatom bondedto such a centralatom. Thus,

fora *_C/ nC substitution,the B factorfor CF, should be greater th_ that forCH,.

b) Largerdifference in the reciprocal masses of the substituted isotopic atoms.

¢) Molecularpropertiesthatmake _ smaller,which include smaller electric dipole moments

of the molecule, largerprincipalmoments of inertia, and central isotope substitution rather

than peripherialisotope substitution.
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d) Absence of hydrogen atoms,which, for instance, makes the Bigeleisen-Goldstein

characteristicfrequencyo_osmaller.

e) More closely packed liquid structure,or smaller liquidmolal volume, which tends to

increasethe effective value of the Lennard-Jonesand Inghamcrystalconstantand to

decrease the nearest-neighbordistances of liquid molecules.

As presented in Section IV below, the results of our studies of VPIE of fluoromethanesqualitatively

agree with these general rules.
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IV. Vapor Pressure Isotope Effects

The vapor pressure isotope effect (VPIE) L$a useful tool for elucidating molecular forces in

condensed phases. We studied the VPIE in the following specific areas:

a) VPIE offluommethanes, CI-I4., F. (n= 1~ 3 ): References (13, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 28 )

b) VPIE of ammonia: References ( 31, 30 )

c) Theories related to VPIE: References (7, 8, 9, 13 )

IV-A. Vapor Pressure Isotooe Effects in Fluoromethanes_

Vapor pressure isotope effects were measured using the precision cryostato7o), which provides a

computer-controlfor stability anduniformity(< _+0.001K)of cryogenic temperatures(3 ~ 300K) and for

ease of operation. Table 11 lists the isotopic molecules and the temperatureranges thatwe studied..

Table 11. Fluomug'thaaes Studied

Molecules Isotones Tempe_mture nmae

Methyl fluorides 0iq) uCI-I_F, tZCDjF, UCHjF 132.48 "-213.12 g

Methyleae difluofick_ (lk0 uCH2Fa ,UCDaFa ,UCH:F2 149.36 -- 244.82 K

Fluomfonm (liquid) UCHF3. UCDF3, UCHF3 125.95 " 212.16 K

For each isotopic pair,the dataon the vaporpressureP' of nCH4 ..F, taken as the reference, and SP, the

isotopic difference defined as F - P, were convertedto the ratio of the P.PFRof the condensed phase, tc,

to thatof the gas phase, fa,by a conversion;

7"f* = [I+P/(Bo- _r)_n P' - lh fm, (129,In T ,
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where Be and V,, are, respectively, the second virial coefficient and the molal volume of the condensed

phase, and f_ is non-classical rotational correction. (:n_ Figures 10 ~ 15 are plots of T tn (f,/f_) against

T'L The differences between _ (fJfa) and tn (P'/1') are mostly within I to 2% of each other.

" ta I| '
"e. S

I

%°
-I.g

a,| ILO LI 6,0 6.1 ILO t.J

to3/_ c _-Ij 4 ,

line was computed from F-matrices of Tables 12 lad 13.
|

di ILl LJ 601 6.J lP.II r.J

1031 T I g'l i

Figure 11. D/H vi'rg in methyl fluoride am):The solid line

computed from F-matrices of Tables 12 & 13.

I

I!
i

I I 1 I 1

II

ii,, _ Ill

* I.o l l, t I I
4.0 l.l I.O I.l i.O I._l ?.0

IlO I lY 11"* ! --_lt

• JO

Figure 12. :3C / :=CVPIE in methylene &fluoride _: The "

solid il:e eompu_d f_m F-_mixes of Tables 14 and 15.
I i

L J I J 1 i
4.0 4.l i.O I.ll 1.0 l.li ?.0

lO t lT (1[ "_ I

Figure 13. D/H VPrg in methylene difluoride_: The solid

liae wag computed f_m F-matrices of Tables 14 and 15.

Figure 16 stmunarizes the plots of Figures 10 - 15 and compare them with the similar plots made from

the data of VI'IE's of methane. (:u. :3_)The following general observations are made.

1) Ali hydrogen isotope effects m the fluoromethanes are normal (P' > P), while the D/II
effects in methane are reverse (Y < P).

2) Ali carbon isotope effects in the fluoromethanes are inverse, while the carbon isotope
effects in methane is normal.
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Figure 14. UC/ uCV]PI'I_.influoroform,en Thesolid
line was computedflora F-reaL:ixof Tables 16 &17. s.0 s.s 6.o 6.s 7.0 7.s

IO_lt (°lC")

_ , _ _ , _ FigureIS. D/H VP_ in fluoroform.°n 'l'n¢solidlinewu
15 computed/mm F-matrixof Tables 16 and 17.

s _ ft/CDtf tJ

f

o S r---. ,, • 3F"/CD_IF
_" lO ." - I0

f
j
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.,s
s

a. 5 - - 5
,,-. . - -. cMIri/CDFI

I.- OtCH4/a3CH4

0 I I CH3F i I ]LC H 3_'_ 0

- 0.4 "_ "-" ItCHzF2/J|CHtFs, _",,, .,, ,.. "'

-0.6 _ ,"" " CH4/CD4- O.B a=C
- 1.0 _ I I -5

4 5 6 7 8 9 lO

lOS/T ( K "t)

FiBure 16. CompL,'htonofVPl_'s ia liquidfluorometh_es
and liquidmethaneo=):Solid linesLte'JC / '2Ceffect=;
d_hed lines sre the effects ofperdeuteriosub_tutions.

3) The carbonisotope effects in CI-I_F2 areroughly of the same orderof magnitudeas the average
of the carbonisotope effects in C_F and CHF3.

4) The D/H effects in CI-I2F=is unusuallylarge comparedto the D/II effects in the other fluoro-
methanes:

>> (]3o)2

and

±[Yl.(_/P)cH,&/co,.,] >> 2[ Tle(PgP)c_r,/_r,] (]31)2 *

5) The curvatureof every D/H-VPIEplot for the fluommethanesis negative, while that of every
"C/t2C-VPIEin the fluoromethanesis positive.
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If each condensed phase molecule could be regarded as a point mass, then AH,w'for the lighter

isotopic molecule would be smaller thanAH_ of the heavier molecule, and one would have expected P'

> P. This is the normal VI'II. The external motion tends to lead to a normal VPII. The inverse VI,II

(P' < P) is due to the internal molecular structure and its vibrational motions that interact with the

intermolecular forces in the condensedphase.

If ali molecular forces were independent of temperature,then we would have the following as the

simplest correlationbetween the RPFRsandthe molecularparameters:

_t,,_al t_ernal A B
innft) = _, 81n b(ui) - _, AS l n b(ui) --_ (132)

where b(u) is defined in Eq. (18a), 6 _ b(u) - _ b(u_)- tn b(u), A8 _ _u) - _A _ b(u) as in Eqs. (120) -

(122), and

A - -_-k_-_) _ (v_ 2 _ v_ ),=_0,,_,_, (133)i

B " "_- _ [ t_vi,ga., - 8v i,_,_d ] (134)i

The term of A/T_ is the contributionof the external oscillatory motions of the whole molecule, which

could be taken either as in the liquid simple cell model or as a centralmolecule in the liquid cluster

model. The liquid clustermodel will be presentedin Section IV-C of this report.

As the temperaturedecreases, going from left toward right in Figures 10 - 16, the liquids contract,

the external forces increase, the magnitudes of the translational and rotational frequencies generally

increase, and thus the factor A of Eqs. (132) and (133) would increase. The curvatureof a plot of

Trh(fJft) against lfr would then be positive.

The negative curvaturesof the D/H-plots of Figures 11, 13, and 15 (Observation 5) thus imply

dominantinfluence of the temperatureon the B-term in Eq. (132): The B-factor should algebraically

increase with the decreasing temperaturein orderfor the curvatureto be negative.

To quantitatively understandthese phenomena, we conducteda series of normal coordinateanalyses

for the gaseous and liquid fluoromethanes,t_7,:l. =_ The best sets of F-matrices thus obtained are

summarized in Tables 12 - 17. The solid lines drawnthroughexperimental points in Figures 10 - 15

were calculatedusing these F-matrices. The T-dependence of the interaction force constants between the

externaland internal motions a_d the diagonal external elements for some of the external coordinatesare

necessary in order to reproduce the observed VPII for bo_ hydrogen and carbon substitutions, in

particular,for good reproductionof;

a) the steep slopes and the negative curvatureof the D/H-VI'II plots and the very small slope
of the carbonisotope plots, and

b) the large normal VPIEsfor the D/H substitutionsand the small inverse VI'IEs of the _C/_2C
substitutions.
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Table 12. F-matrix of Gamous Methyl Fluoride °') Table 13. F.nmuix of Lkluid Methyl Fluoride o,)

diagona TM off-diagonal• element value,• mdyn A" or mdyn A

value, value, fTx,fTy 0.120
not=- mdyn not=- mdyn [Tz 0.300

description tion A"' tion A"' ritz, fR_ 8.1527 X 10"=- (6.3040 x 10"),_ +
C-H stretch fd 4.686 fdd -0.036 (3.6677 X 10")& =
C-F stretch fD 5.662 fdD 0.502 frg fRz/8
HCH bend fa 0.408 f'da -0.125 fD.rz 9.4169 x 10 "j + (1.0788 x 10"D)A 4.
HCF bend /'0 0.617 fda -0.225 (1.6879 x 10")&'

fvQ -0.258 f_'rz 1.2045 x 10" + (7.1425 x 10-')A +
fa_ -0.054 (1.4527 X 10")_ s
f'_ 0.118 f_r= - f_r,
r,_ o.o15
fD_ 0.258 • AU elements m in units of mdyn A" t except fit's,
f'a_ -0.143 which sure in units of mdyn A. 4 - T- 153.

;;: -o,.-0.144

• Ali bending coordinate• are weighted by the equilibri-
um C-H bond length. An F-matrix element with one
subscript it a di•gonad element. When two off-diagonal
element= are listed to s Idmilar interaction, e.g., f'da and
fda, the one without a prime refer• to the interaction be-
tween two coordinates which •hare a common C-H bond,
while the one with a prime refer• to the interaction be-
tween two eoordinatm which do not share = common C-H
bond.

Table 14.F-matrixof Gaseous Methylene Difluozide cm Table 15. F-mstrix ofLiquid Melbylene Difluofide _

dialgOmtlt e/l'-diallon_b diagonals ofl'-diagon•h

value, value, notation value,"mdynA" notation value,"mdyn A"
mdyn mdyn

description notation A"8 notation A. = f# 4.882 fao 0,131
fo $359 f,w 0,106

C-H stretch f# 4.829 f_ C-H, C-H 0.130 f, 0.462 ft- 0.105
C-F stretch fo 6.020 f,o C-H, C-F 0.106 ft 0.983 f,_ -0.136
HCH bend f. 0.462 ft. C-H. HCH 0.105 f, 0.630 f,_ -0.063
FCF bend f_ 1.000 f_ C-H, FCF -0.136 ff_ 0.073
HCF bend f, 0.635 f_, C-l-I, HCF -0.063 fao 0.869

/',k, C-H, HCF 0.073 fr. 0.300 f_. -0.314
fao C-F, C-F 0.996 fr, 0.200 fm 0.398
fs,, C-F, HCH -0.305 fT, 0.300 f_ 0.239
f_ C-F, FCF 0.346 lA, 0.200 f'_ -0.263
f_, C-F, HCH 0.249 f._ 0.070 f_ -0.283
.f'_, C-F, HCF -0.253 fj, 0.300 f.¢ -0.053
f,t HCH, FCF -0.286 fh -0.157
f, HCH, HCF -0.053 f,_ -0.055

FCF, HCF -0.160 f._ -0.156

_,_, HCF, HCF -0.048
f,o HCF, HCF -'O.161 ,fm -0.217

f',, HCF. HCF -0.222 f,.s, "f,,_, " -f,_,_, " -f_, 3.059 x 10"2- (!.529 X lO")& +
"Ali bending ¢oordinata •re weighted by the equilibriumC-H bond (1.130 X 10"4)A:

knllth, An F matrix elementwith onesubscriptiss diagmmlclement, f¢,,s, "f, us, " -f,_, " -f, at& -4.920 X I0"_+ (1.120 x 10-J)A

Wbentwo off.diagonal elements are listed to • similarinteraction, t4., "Ali ekmeats are is =td)naA "=,uoept fm andf,m which are in mdyn
/'j, andf_. rbeonewithouts prime refersto the iaters¢lLionbetween A aralstdya,mspeczively.A ,, T - 190.two ooordinates which s_re a commonC-H bond,while the one with
s prime refers to the interaction between two ooordinatm which do ao/
=re a _mmon bond. 'Fmf,_ udf_ tbeysh_trea C--H treadsad
s C-F bmld, rm@ectively.
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Table 16. F-matrix of Gurus Fluoroform °') Table 17. F-matrix of Liquid Fluoroform °_

D/_lomila O/1'-dJ_,o_ Dlal_nAls Off-dLagomils

Value Value Value Value
DeecrLptlon Notattoa (mdyn/_) Notation .(mdyn/_) Description Notation {mdyn/_)' Notation (mdyn/_)'

C--H stretch f_ 6.0000 f_ I. 1720 C-H stretch f_ 5.0726 fw I. 0400
C-F stretch fd 6.0179 f,w 0.7499 C-F stretch fd 5.9097 fu 0.6650
HCF bad fe 0.4913 f_ -0.1674 HCF bend fa 0.4872 fR -0.1674
FCF bud fj 0.7646 f_ 0.1674 FCF bend fj 0.7650 fbi O.1674

f, o.1_3 f.. o.x_t3
fm' -- O.2657 fda' -- O.2657
f, o.2_o f,j o.o256
fs' -- 0. 1808 fs' - 0.1808
fm O.0393 fga O.0393
f,, - o.o_3 f, - o.0973
/,,, - 0.1517 /,d, - 0.1517
/._. - 0.2e67 /r, o.20 f... - o.z607

Internal coordinate system oomttate of one CH bond fr, 0.20
stretch D, three CF bond stretcheJ d, three HCF angle bends f1", 0.40 f_., - 0.73 + 5.0 x I0"!
al. and three FCF angle bends #. (See Fig. 4.) Ali bendfng x (T-165 K)
eoord/nale_ are weighted by the equLllbr/um C-F bond length /as 0.20 f_'s 0.13
of 1. 332 _. An • matrix element with one subscript ts a di- fay 0.20 f,,_., 0.13
agonal element, and one with two gubscrlpts le sn off-dLtgonal /Xr O.05 fiT", - O.13
_ment. When two off-diagonal elements are listed for a stm- aFor dellrdtlons of the Internal coordinates and F-matrlx ele-
/Isr/nteractLon, e.g.. f,,. and/,,.,, the one without a prime merit notations, see the footnote of Table IV.
r_era to the bneract_on between two coordinates which share ball F-matrLx elements sre in the units of mdyn/_ except fs's,
a common C-F bond, while the one with a prime refers to the which are In the units of mdyn_.
_ract/on b¢tgwesn two ooord/nat_ which do not share a com-
moa C-F bond.

From the first-orderorthogonal approximation(cf: Section IIof present report),we expect the effects

of non-isotopic substituents on isotope effects to be additive to the extent that the force constants are

transferrableamong different chemical species. Then, T _n (P'/P) per D-for-H substitution would be

approximately similar. This is roughly the case between the D/H-VPIE's of methyl fluoride and

fluoroform, but it is not so with methylene difluoride (Observation 4). Table 18 provides a quantitative

explanation. The methane data were taken from References (136- 138). From Table 18,m) the following

points are noted.

a) The magnitudes of the shift in 8(ZPE)upon condensation,Y._Av,, for the hydrogen isotope
effects is significantly greater than that for the carbonisotope substitutions, as expected.

b) The shifts, Y.,SAv,(D/H) for the fluoromethanes are negative, while that in methane is
positive. The negative shifts, which is an anomaly ratherthan a norm, are due mainly to the
large blue shifts in the C-H stretchingfrequenciesupon condensation, i.e., v_in CHF_,v_

and v_ in C_F_, and v_ and v, in C_F. The blue-shifts in fluoroformand methyl fluoride
have been qualitatively explained on a basis of hydrogen bonding in molecular orbital
studies. (t_20)This explains why the D/H-effects in the fluoromethanesare normal and large
while the D/H-effects in methane is inverse (Observation 1).
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T_k IS. _mm ofF_ue_ _ i,, Muotoles(')

fluoro(orm' nCHF) "CDF_ 'JCHFj
at165 K ,{(|as) _u,/ _'t L_u,_ _,_ I_,_

wt(A,) 3036.2 -26.3 -18.3 -8.0 -26.2 -0.1
p=(A,) 1138.9 20.4 22.6 -2.2 18.8 1.6
wj(Aj) 701.4 4.6 3.0 1.6 4.3 0.3
w,(E) 1381.0 5.4 _.1 11.5 $.8 -0.4
rs(E) 1151.8 -7.9 1.7 -9.6 -8.1 0.2
,,(E) 507.7 -0-0.2 0.0 -0-0.2 -0.2 0.0
totals _.7 -1.5 -3.2 -8.I 1.4

methylene
dinuorid_" I_HaF: I_DaF: 'SCH:F:
at190K ,,'(sas) _,,' .%,_ i_, _,, i_,_
p,(Aj) 2947.0 -16.0 -10.7 -$.3 =16.1 0.I
P2(Ai) I$07.I -0.1 15.3 -I$.4 -1.3 1.2
Pa(Ai) 1107.3 28.4 II.$ 16.9 27.8 0.6
wa(A,) 332.3 I.I 1.3 -0.2 1.2 -0.1
Ps(A2) 1260.6 -2.2 I.I -3.3 -2.6 0.4
p,(B,) 3014.2 -15.8 -I0.2 -5.6 -15.9 0.I
P.I(B,) 1183.3 13.0 15.7 -2.7 12.3 0.7
h(Bz) 1436.9 -0.4 -5.5 $.1 -0.2 -0.2
't(Ba) 1081.2 -7.9 -2.8 -$.1 -7.8 -0.1
totals 0.1 15.7 -15.6 -2.6 2.7

methyl_ '_HjF I_D_F i_CH3Ffluorideat

153 K v{(sas) _,{ A_, 8_'1 Avl _A_#
p_(A_) 2909.8 -5.3 3.5 --8.8 --6.0 0.7
_,z(A,) 1462.6 $.6 16.8 -13.2 6.1 -0.5
_(A,) 1056.8 61.7 28.9 32.8 61.5 0.2
p,(E) 3006.7 -23.6 -12.8 -10.8 -24.0 0.4
ps(E) 1479.3 -I .0 -3.1 2.1 -0.7 -0.3
ps(E) I 183.0 1.3 0.9 0.4 !.3 0.0
totals 15.4 21.2 -5.8 14.8 0.6

taCH, i_D, "CH,

methane" p,'(Bas) _w{ _'l L_I _ L_
p_(A,) 3143.7 11.5 8.2 3.3 i 1.5 0.0
pa(E) 1574.2 3.9 2.8 1.1 3.9 0.0
_,_(F_) 3154.1 13.8 11.5 2.3 13.6 0.2
p,(F_) 1357.4 4.9 3.0 1.9 4.9 0.0
totals 75.4 57.3 18.1 74.8 0.6

"Ali valuesare ¢a_u_t_ and ia the unit of ¢m". _., ,,_s) -

The differences in the D/II..and "C/_ZC-effectsbetween fluoromethanesand methane are due to the

differences in the molecularsymmetryand the relativemagnitudes of intermolecular forces. The carbon

atom in methane does not move at ali in ali but one of the F2mode. This results in the insignificant

contribution to the zero-point energy term. The dominant term for the carbon-VPIE in methane is the

one due to the Iranslationallattice modes. In contrast,the peripheralD/II substitutions in methane lead to

the large, positive _L_(ZPE),which is responsible for the inverseD/H-VPIE in methane.

Fluoromethanes being of lower molecular symmetry, the carbon atom actively participates in ali

normal modes, and many interactions between the internal vibrations and the lattice modes are
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symmetry-allowed. In addition, the intermolecular forces are greaterin the liquid fluoromethanes than in

methane,as Table 19 implies. Thisand the blue shifts are responsiblefor the large,normal D/H-VPIE's

Table 19. Some Pmpertiel ofLiquid FhtommeUumes _ in the fluoromethane. Forthe carbon

,sH yap dipole VPIE, the inverse effect aredue to the red-
normal at nbp, moment polarizability
bp,"C kJ/tool (gas),D (sas),As shifts and the fact that the isotopic substi-

CHa -161.5 S.4 0 2.60 tufionsare made near the centers of mass
CH3F -78.4 17.2 !.85 2.67
CH_F2 -51.6 19.2 !.97 2.74 and near the principalaxes.
CHFj -82.0 16.7 1.65 2.81
CF. -128.0 12.1 0 2.89 Ali examinationof the Figures and

Tables of the present section reveals that

the rules of thumb discussed in Section RIB

in terms of the theory of AS(ZPE)are in

agreementwith the experimentalresults.

The unusually large blue-shift in the D/I-I-efffectof methylene difluoride (Table 18) is responsible

for the disparityin the V'PIEper D/II substitution(Observation4). The large shift is primarilydue to two

reasons. First, CI-I2F2being of the lowest molecular symmetry, the molecules interact more extensively

in the liquid. Secondly, since CI-I_F2has two hydrogen atoms and two hydrogen acceptor atoms, the

highest possible average number of hydrogen bonds per CI-hF2molecule is two. In contrast,the highest

possible averagenumber of hydrogen bonds per CI-IF3or C_F molecule is one. In CI'IF3and CI-_Fthere

are inbalance between the donor andaceeptor atoms. These observations and Table 19are also consistent

with the fact thatthe thermal expansion coefficients of liquid methylene difluoride is the smallest of the

threefluoromethanes:at 1731Lfor instance, [3= 2.2 forC_F, 1.8 forCI-I2F=,and 2.4 forCI-IF3.

Ali observed D/H- and 13C/_2C-VPIE'scan be explained in terms of molecular symmetry and

intermolecular interactions in the liquid.
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_IV-B. Vaoor Pressure |sotone Effects in Liouid and Solid Ammonia

We studiedhydrogen-and nitrogen-VPIEsin liquid andsolid ammonia.°°'st) Both VPIEs arenormal

at temperatures between 163K and 243K. There have been earlier investigations of the VPIEs of

ammonia.('s) Figures 17 and 18 compare our resultsoi) with the earlier data. The solid lines drawn

throughourdata ( the dots) are the least-squaredfit lines in the form,

P, '_ B (135)Tln'T = 7 -

' ' '...I I w J J I

TO -- ,,sa./1"_''

|.6 -- M'NH$tl6NH$NH$/ND 3

lo
f"'" 2.0-

60 -- _

_ 1.5--

40 -- 1.0 --

30 -- O.5 -- --

I I I I I I I I
4.0 4.S 1.0 I.S li.O 4.0 4.S 1.0 6.S 1.0

IO$/T (K "l) IOI/T (K "1)

Figure 17. ObservedD/II vaporpressure isotope effects in Figure 18. Observed "N/"N vapor pressureisotope effects in
ammonia. Dots; presentwork, Circles (139); ammonia. Dots; present work. Squares(141).
Cre_J (140).

The parametersA and B aretabulatedin Table 20 and may be physically interpretedby in Eqs. (133) and

(134). The vaporpressuresof the individual isotopic ammonia can be represented by

lnP(torr) = a - _ - cT [liquid] (136)
and r

I n P(torr) = a - _ [solid] (137)r

where T is in K. The least-squares fit parameters are samunarized in Table 21.
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Table 20. Lem.tquams fits ofimtopic vspor preuure nttio: to Eq. (135). °:)

bo_opic Temperature A B •
bir rln_ (K)

liq do/liq d: Tu<T 15041.2 53.1387 0,1025
:1:4Z9 :1:0.1976

tiqdolsolds T,_<T<T,, 161084 "/68.112 0.771
4-5414 -t-27.426

ml do/tOl d3 T<T_ 16768.7 29.9744 0.4715
± 152.3 -1-0.8487

tiq 14/liq 13 Tu< T 564.550 0.83480 0.00793
:1:3.105 +0.01458

ml 14/ml 15 T< 'r,; 1477.21 &40648 0.06242
4-20.90 4"0.11658

T', ud T, are the _ple points (of: Table 22) of the tim- sd tecond-

named itotopic q_"cie_ _Jpectively. 0 b the mot mu Ilia:es deviation.

Spec_ Phaseo 0o8 P) a b c T(K) Number
of pts

"NH: Liq 0.0009! 9.94326 1471.633 0.0038492 196-243 94
Table 21. Vapor pressure [0.000167 10.07133 1485.600 0.0041449 199-242 11](0.00123 9.95028 1473.17 0.0038603 196-250
equations for individual Sol 0.00251 10.01883 1633.785 163-195 109

I

isotopic tnunoniM: °:) [0.000669 10.00528 1630.993 177-195 7]
Eq.(136) forthe solid, (0.00326 9.98379 1627.22 173-195 )

Eq. (137) for the liquid. *'ND_ Liq 0.00028 10.30672 1541.893 0.0043762 199-243 67Sol 0.00289 10.23684 1700.623 163-198 135
:JNH: IAq 0.00060 9.94265 1472.232 0.0038514 196-243 69

Sol 0.00314 10.04193 1638.775 163-195 102

The triple points obtainedby this workare comparedwithprevious results in Table 22. For comparison,

the triple point forN'_ obtainedby

Table 22. Triple points of isotopic ammonia °') Overstreetand Giauque(,43)is 195.41K

(45.58 torr)after a 0.05K temperaturescale
itmopic T,,(K) P,,(torr)
,I_- correction. Also, Armstrong'striple point

Armstrong Thiswork ArmstronB This work

:4NH 195.45 195.4! 45.58 45.49 temperatureswere based on the ice point of
t,ND 3
:JNH"_ 199 198.96 48.22 48.35- 195.58 - 48.83 273.1 61C

lt is notable that the difference in the

vaporpressuresbetween NI_ andND_ does

not change much at the temperatures

between the triple points of _ and NDa, while the magnitudes of the vapor pressures change

considerably (P' from about 45.5 torr to about 60.4 torr) in the same range. See Figure 19.0:) The

difference in the pressuresin this range can be representedby

8P (torr) - P' - P - - (0.0251 + 0.0323)T(K) + (16.388 :!:6.381) (138)

From Clausius-Clapeyronequation, this means P'_I',_ ---PAH,_ and PVP_=AS ,,,/AS',_,> 1. From the

data, we have Ld-I(sublimation)/L_H'(vaporization)= 1.286 + 0.012, while the average of PVPis 1.275.

This phenomenonis still being investigated.

The experimental dataof P'/Pwas reduced to f,Jf, using the same method thathas been described in

this report in relation to the VPIE of fluoromethanes. A normal coordinate analysis of the condensed

phase ammoniamolecules resulted in the F-matrices which are summarizedin Table 23 for the solid and
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Table 24 for the liquid. For the gas w
! I ! ! I I ! _ I I I I

A

phase, we used Spirko'sanharmonic - ..j,.o, , -

function,cs-) whichwell reproduces " - ' -
..

ali known frequencies of the gaseous : ..
I$ iii --

isootopicammoniaincludingthe - _ .."..................• _
L ,*

doubletsresultingfromtheumbrella- _ ,o- .'

typeinversion.TheotherF-matrices - ..

reproduceallknowninternaland * -..'
i i I I I l i i i l I l,

lattice frequencies of solid ammonia ,., .,. .,. .., ,,_ ,o, ,o.
T (ul

andNDs). Thereare noexperi-

mentallattice frequencydatafor Figure 19. 6"P= P'0qH_) - P(I_'Dj) vs. T near triple points.

"NHs. Relative contributionsofthe

internaland external motions to the VPIE varywith the temperature. Table 25 illustratesthe magnitudes

of these contributionsat typical temperatures.

We derived the following conclusions.

l) Unlike the VPIE in liquid fluoromethanes,the slope ofthe plots of Figures 17 and 18 are
attributableprimarilyto the translationaland rotationalmotions of the ammonia molecules.
The contributionsfrom the internalvibrationalmotions are very significant but not as
temperature-dependentas those in the liquid fluoromethanes.

2) The rotationalmotions of ammoniamolecules in the liquid are stronglyhindered. The
degree of the hindranceagainstrotationin the liquid is about the same as in the solid.

3) The rotationof ammonia in the liquid is stronglyhinderedmainly because of the external
forces acting againstthe motions of hydrogenatom effecting the molecular rotation and not

. as much because of the forces acting againstnitrogen motions.

4) There are significantdifferences between the liquid and the solid in the forces thatresist
movements of the nitrogen atom in the directions perpendicularto the molecular figure axis.

5) There are stronginteractionbetween the internaland external modes, espeically in the solid.

These conclusions are in qualitative agreement with the following experimental and theoretical

results in the fields other thanisotope effects.

a) The x-ray studies on the liquid over a wide rangeof temperatures(199 ~ 277K) shows that
the close-packed structure(12 nearest neighbors)of the solid persists, more or less, not only
throughthe phase change but also over a range of liquid temperature.
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Table 23. F-mat_ of solid ammonia iu valence coordinates" Table 24. F-au_ix of liquid ammonia b valence coordinates"

Oq_ription NotaUon Vldue De_rilMion Notation Value
(mdyn _" ' or mdyn _) (mdyn)_" i or mdyn_)

N'-H stretch f_ 5.835 N-H stretch _ 6.015

Nf-H w'etch ]'d 5.834 HNH bend _"/" -0.0030'529
HN'H bend _ 0.569 -0.049

HN'H beod _, 0.569 _j -0.0416
Str'-Str' interact e -0.041 0.044
Strf-Str f /_ -0.041 Translation /_,,, -0.1421
knd'-knd' f,, -0.0040 -3.4177 x lO'4d
Bendf-Bendf [e_ -0.0041 Rotation /, ./n,t-0.1040- 8.6319x lO'aS+1.8428 x 10"*dz

Str'- Bend' f_, 0.046 Internal.Externalfm, + 0.0268
Str'-Bend' f_, -0.0426 Interaction J,v, +0.0042Stre-Bendf /Je 0.046

Strr-Bendf fda -0.0426 Ali elementsare iq unitsof mdyn _" Jexcept/t's which are
Translation fT', 0.158-(1.8061 x 10"_)d b units of mdynA. 4mT-217.

+(8.7505 x 10-*)d 2
fv',, 0.1154- (7.4132x 10"4)d
ftr, 0.3360-(3.4349x I0"s)d

+(1.5771x 10")d _
ftr,, 0.1012-(5.2011 x 10-4)d

Rotation _, 0.1558-(5.1828 x 10"4)a
f_,, 8.5272x 10 "a

-(2.5960 x 10")d
/_, 1.0989 x 10" '

-(3.34S5 x 10-') d
far 0.2054- (6.6728 x 10"),4 Table 25. Co_n ofvsrious contn'butJons to T in (f,/fs) in

P,xt-Ext fvr. -v, 9.9600 x 10" _ isotopic lummonhts. Ali values in K.
-(4.4630 x 10")a
+('7.4074x 10"6),4_

Jut.,, 6.5S34 x 10-] Tin (/Jf,) 'r In (f,/f,)
-(2.5868 x lO")d at 195.41 K at I98,98 K

|nt-Ext [:-v. - 1.000x 10-) do/ds 14/15 dold 3 14/15
-(4.1183 x lO'))d
-(8.4982 x 10- s)A2 Translations 3.0 6.07 2.6 1.68

f_-v, 1.000 x 10" s Rotations 84.4 1.48 76.7 0.19
+(4.0429 x 10" s)d Internal
-(2.5714 x lO-')d _ vibrations -31.9 -6.41 -37.1 --0.88Non.classical

fib-v, (5.8181x 10")).4 rotations 1.5 0.0 1.5 0.0
+(2.6252 x 10-').42 Total 57.0 1.14 43.8 0.99

f_-v, (-1.0315 x 10"a)d
-(6.8580 x 10").4 _

" Ali elementsare m unitsofmdyn )L,- i, exeept ft's and t_e
interactions among ft% which are in units of mdynA.
d- T(K)- 180. The superscripts, c and f, denote the corner
and bce molecules, respectively.The primed f(c.g., f_.)
relersto an interactionbetween an NH stretch and an HNH
bend in which the nitrogen atom is the only atom shared by
the two coordinates, whale the unpr_med f (e.g.,/Oo) refers to
the one betweenthe two coordinatesin whichanN-H bond
is shared.For the external modes, the molecular symmetry
axis is the z-axis. The notation suchu fr. meansthat the
e]enlcntappliesto the translation in them_l'ecularx_plane,
whilefv,-T, refers tO u inU|ractionbetween the mord,nates
T, and T,.
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b) A molecular dynamics studyoe)based on a flexible, four-sitemodel of liquidammonia

confirmedthe coordinationnumberof 12, with a slightly more pronouncedfirstneighbor

structureat lower temperatures. Othermoleculardynamics and Monte Carlo studies also

reportedthe coordinationnumbersranging from 12 to 13.

c) According to our molecular dynamicsstudy,o0) there is little directionalforce on the lone-

pair side of the nitrogenatom, while the hydrogens behave as if they aretied down by the

nitrogen atoms of the neighbormolecules. There areapproximatelythree such nearest

neighbormolecules on the hydrogenside..

Thus, the directionalpreference of the external force on the hydrogen side of an ammonia molecule

in the liquid seems to be responsible for the significant rotational contributionin the D/H-VPIE, while the

practical absence of directionality of the force on the lone-pair side causes the small rotational

contributionsin the nitrogen VPIE.
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IV-C. Medium Cluster Model for vapor Pressure Isotope Effects

Ali experimentaldataon the VPrEshave been explainedunexpectedly well by the theories based on

the simple cell model of liquid. The model assumes that each liquid molecule is entrappedin an

isou'opic potential cage, and the surroundingmolecules form a s'_uctureless environment around the

molecule that representsthe liquid phase. We develoFd a new model called medium cluster model #.m7

for liquid, which explicitly takes the intermolecularinteractionsinto account and investigated the reasons

why the cell model, which is an obvious oversimplification of liquid su'ucture,apparentlyworks well in

explaining the VPIEphenomena.

According to the medium cluster model, a liquid phase is regarded as consisting of a cluster of

somewhat regularly arrangedmolecules. A central molecule is surroundedby a variable number of

molecules in the first coordinationshell. The method of normal coordinate analysis is used to determine

the modes of vibration of the condensed phase cluster taken as a unit, and the RPFR is c_culated by

using an appropriatenumber of normal frequencies of the clusterthat are attributableto the motions of

the centralmolecule. Clusters of 3, 7, 9 and 13 methanemolecules in threebasic relative orientationsof

the constituentmolecules were examined, and their carbonandhydrogen isotope effects were studied.

Considera liquid phase consisting of N molecules to be an assembly of independent clusters with m

molecules each. If the clusters are indistinguishable, the condensed phase partition fimction can be

writtenas

lC,,
q_.B

Qc = iN/m)"-"7' (139)

where_,.,isthecompletemolecularpartitionfunctionfortheclusterregardedasa m_romolecule.

Eachclusterconsistsofonemoleculeatthecentralpositionintheaggregateandm - lindistinguishable

shellmoleculesinthefirstcoordinationsphere.Using_ and _ forthemolecularpartition

functionsofeachtype,theclusterpartitionfunctionmay beexpressedas
m-I

-- q_=/l

q_k,_, - t,-l)iq _,,_,,a• (140)

If,inaddition,oneassumesthattheshellandcentralspeciesareinequilibriumwitheachother,onehas

q,,._._t = _ (141)q_l m - I "

Substitution of Eqs. (140) and 041) into Eq. (139) and use of the Stirling approximationyield

• v" (m-I) _''ljl" q.m_a
Qc = . (142)

Then,

lnTf = _ln - In q" . (143)
Cm d
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In accordance with the Born-Oppenheimerapproximation,the clu_- size m is isotope-independentand,

thus,
St

In 7.- = ln_-f.,._ - ln-_-f_, , (144)

_ch appears to be identical in its form with the cell-model expression. The counting factors such as

those appearingon the right hand side of Eq. (142) have cancelled out between the isotopic molecules.

However, the evaluation of f.._ in Eq. (144) explicitly takesinto account the intermolecular interactions

with its closest neighbors.

Since the shell molecules in a clusterare being used to simulate the entire bulk phase, it would be

unrealisticto assign the same force constantsto the cenwal and shell molecules. The shell force constants

must reflect the existence of additionalhierarchical coordinationspheres and the distributionof energy

among centraland shell molecules. We have correlatedthe potential energy _s of the cenwal and

shell molecules with each other by apportioning the shift in the total electronic kinetic energy upon

condensation between the two molecular species of the model through an application of the localized

virial theorem,c_ _ ) Thus, the F-matrices of the gas (F,), central (IF,), and shell (F ,) molecules are

related by

F, = F, -F,) . lm>Z] (]45)

The n_odel was applied to the VPIEof _sC,_'C,D, and T-substitutedmethanes using m - 3, 7, 9, and

13. The clusters, m=7, 9, and 13, respectively correspondto the simple cubic, body-centered cubic, and

f"_,ce-centeredcubic lattice structures. Three equilibrium orientation of methane molecules were

considered. They are ill_ in Figure 20. The results obtainedcan be summarizedas follows.

I) Medium cluster model generally gives better agreementthan the cell model with experi-

mental values of the first quannuncorrection(i.e., A term of Eqs. (132) and (133)) and the

ZPE shift term (i.g., B term of Eqs. (132) and (134)) without significantly increasing the

numberof force constantparametersbeyond those needed for the simple cell model.

2) For each equilibrium orientationof Figure20, both A- andB-terms exhibit a cyclic behavior

as a func_on of conformational angles, as expected. For the spherical-top isotopic

methanes, the cyclic variations are mainly and clearly due to interactions of molecular

rotationwith bond-angle bendingand bond-suetching motions.

3) The effects of changing molecular orientations diminish with increasing cluster size (m),

until the variations become negligibly small comparedto experimental uncertainties. This

is illustrated in Figure 21 ford_/ de-effects in the geargeometry and in Figure22 for _sC/nC

-effects in the rocket geometry. In Figures 21 and 22, the intermoleculardirection is the

y-axis, and 8 is rotationalangle of the centralmolecule aroundthe y-axis.
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4) Thus, the formalismof simple cell model canbe regardedto implicitly account for

intermolecularinteractionsbeyond thenearestneighbormolecules.

__ Figure 20. Relative orientation ofadjlicent methane molecules,
A A is the rocket geometry, B the ufipandlei geometry,

and C the gear geometry. ¢_
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V. Fractionation of Stable Isotopes

Stud/es of isotope fractionationwill be presentedin threesections:

1) Experimentaland theoretical studies of "N fractionation.<u. ,4)

2) Basic studies for development ofhydrophobic catalysts for the exchange reaction of
hydrogen isotopes between dihydrogen and water.('_ '_.''s' 2o,._. 203)

3) Theoretical studies of transientbehaviors of a squarecascade for isotope fractionation.('°)

V-A. Fractionation of Nitrogen Isotopg_

The cryogenic distillation of nitric oxide and the Nitrox process have been the main processes for

producing highly enrichednitrogen-15. The latter utilizes the exchange of nitrogen isotopes between

nitric oxide gas andnitricacid, the main exchange reaction being

"NO(g) + H"NO,(aq) _ "NO(g) + H"NO3,(_[) , (146)

for which the unit stage separationfactor a (cf: F.q.(4) on page 2) is 1.055 at 25°C and 1 atm pressure

when 10M nitric acid is used. Typical values of ct for the NO distillation range from 1.03 at 110.SK to

1.007 at 172.8K.o,,)

In the Nitrox process,the product-endrefluxing is most commonly provided by a chemical reduction

using SOs, the main reaction being

2HNO, + 3 SO2 + 21-1=O -4 3 I-I_SO4+ 2NO . (147)

To produce 'SN of a given enrichment, the rate of productwithdrawal is limited by the minimum reflux

ratio, _, i.e., the ratio ofthe refluxed steam flow rate (i.e., nitrix oxide here) to that of the product

withdrawal rate. For instance, Pm, for the Nitrox process yielding 99.9% 'SN from the naturalabundance

of 0.37% in one square-cascade is about 5,400. ThA'smeans that, to produce one mole of "N, 5,400 x

(3/2) = 8,100 moles of SOs will be needed. The cost of SOs is by far the largest single non-personnel

expense for the operationof a Nitrox plant. If this cost could be reduced, the chemical exchange method

for "N would become more amactive.
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To explore this possibility, we studied (u' :') a chemical exchange process based on an isotope

exchange between a liquid phase, which is primarilya mixtureof liquid NsO_,and a gas phase,which is

in phase and chemical equilibria with the liquid phase. Under the experimental conditions that we

studied, the liquid is primarilyNsO3and the gas is primarilyNO, so thatthis system will be referredto as

the NO/N20 sexchange system.

The amount of SOathat is stoichiometically requiredfor the NO/NaO 3 system is one-thirdof that

needed for the nitrox system. Furthermore,as shown in this report, it turnedouttu) that the HEPT (the

height equivalent of theoretical plate) for the NO/NsO3 packed-column system is almost an order of

magnitude smaller thanthe HEPTfor the NO/HNO3operatingunder similar conditions.

V-A-I. ]Eouilibrium Properties of NO/N_Q. System

First, the phase and chemical equilibrium data in literature on the liquid and gaseous system

involving NO, NOs, NsO3,andN204were systematizedto obtain a self-consistent databasis.°') The only

assumptionmade was that the liquid phaseonly consists of NsO_and NsO,. This limits the present model

to the liquid whose average oxidation number ranges from 3 and 4. The average atom fraction of +4

nitrogen in the liquid and gas phase are denoted x and y, respectively, the mole fractions of NsO3and

NsO4 in the liquid are x3and x4, respectively, and the mole fractionsof NO, NOs, NsO3, andNsO,t in the

gas phase are y:. Ys, Y3, and Y4,respectively. The calcuiational model successfully reproduced the

following experimental data("_):

a) Total pressure,P, over the liquid mixtureas a function of x and T,

b) equilibrium constantof

NsO,(g) _ NO(g) + NO s(g) , (148)

as a functionof temperatureand pressure,

c) equilibrium constantof

N204(g) ..--_ 2 NOs (g) , (149)

as a function of temperature andpressure, and

d) ratio of partial pressures,P3(for NsO3)to p, (forNsO4)to the liquid molefractions, x3andx,,

as a functionof temperature.

From the model, it was possible to evaluate ali partialpressures and y fora given x and T. From this data

basis the effective stage spearationfactor, a ,n, was computed as a weighted average of the relevant

isotope exchange reaction;
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oc,: = , (150)
[ Y?. i yi (sldy_]_.,

where the sum is takenover all chemical species present in each phase. The effective separationfactoras

a fimction of the liq, id composition, the total pressure, and temperatureare summarized in Figures 23

and 24.

G "--" _-?0"¢ S
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Figure 24. Effective separation factor as • function ofto_

I pmuum atvatiouml_mperatures. °_

0
0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

X

Figure 23. Effective mep_r_iomfactoru s function of

liquid composition,x, at various _mpenUums.°'.)

The plots go over a maximum at evey temperature. The effective separationfactor is increased by

the addition of nitric oxide to the system, as long as the added NO decreases the denominator of Eq.

(150) for the vaporphase more thanthe numeratorfor the liquid phase. As the composition of the vapor

phase approachesthat of pureNO, a point is reached where furtherincrease in the relative amountof +2

nitrogen in the system affects the gas phase composition less than the composition of the liquid phase;

the numeratorof Eq. (150) then decreases more rapidly than the denominator,and a,n thus decreases.
..

These tendencies are in good agreementwith experiments._5o)

V-A-2. Nitrogen-15 Fractionation Baset_Qnthe NO/N20 _Exchange System

The NO/N_O,exchange system for 'SNseparationwas investigated¢u)at temperatures between - 9°C

and 20°C and under various pressures up to 4 atm, and cz._, HETP and the liquid and gas phase

compositions were determined.

Some typical results are presented in Table 26 and Figure25/u) A comparisonwith the Nitrox
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Table 26. Comparison of F.,ffects of Operating Pmmeters oa the Size ofNO/N_O s Single Exchange Column System:

Basis = I g of 99% "N / day o)

?A IIA IS 16 lib

Opemtinsem_dilions:
T('C) -9 +IS-_ +14.5 .15.0 +20_

p, (atm) 1.00 1.00 3r40 408 2.00
I/,4 (mL.Jc'm:'.rain) 0.35 0.42 0.37 0.48 0.42
L/A (retool N/cre _. rain) 12.7 133 13.1 1TA 13J

I_ametcn obtained:
1.3_ I _06 1.032 1.0)0 I_0

HETP 1.02 035 l.II 1.07 1.02

Mklmum nmlmimdImmrameten"
% 219 I'/(_ 324 345 515
(UP)mmX 10"+ ?JI 45.5 8.75 9.31 13.1
Lmls (retool N/mifi) 361 2105 40_ 431 M0
H.i (cre) 295 1280 _ )69 SD
Amt. (c'm_) 211,4 157 )0.9 :14.11 416.0
¥,,,m(m _) 1.4 x IP 2.0x IOs I.I x I0d 9/) x IOs 2.4 x lO4

"_ - liquid _ mU (mL./min):A - insidecmu-0¢¢l_l ,.reao(tke c_¢Mnl_ column(cre+):L ,, in0emalF
mir (retool N/rain); n_ ,,--_nimum lumber of miles: (UJ_ ,, minimum I_flu. mt_o: _ ,,

limimum inicmul_ gow (me N/rain); Heminm Ei_illi_D _( O("L*lU:_ldlli_E m_llmim) (II'_-T'IP);
A.._ " minimum kidd¢ ¢mmm-4eceioaudmsre 14"mdduqF miumm,,/li_-./A); V.m ,* IIJm_wm imJck

Table 27. Comparison of the NO/NO System and Nitrox System m

4
I I I I

NO_NO)* NO/N 703'

| -- 16 - T ('C) 2_ 14.5

k/A (ml../cm2. rain) 1.6 3.0 S.0 0 0.'/5`+ I.I+
1../4(retool N/cre2. mim) 17 32 53 )6 )9

x I _ 1.055 1.032
o HL:TP Z8 4.0 5.8 0.85 060

Minimum required imrmmele_i+
I _ Rmm 191 324

(UP)urnx 10-) 4,90 8.75
/-mm(mmol N/mifi) 228 405

0 J _ l J ; Hmtm(m) 535 "/64 II00 275 194
I I 31 4 ' Aim (¢m_) 13 7.1 4.3 I$+ 10.4

p! 511m ) Yam X 10") (cre)) 7.2 5,4 4.8 4.3 2.0

Fisure 25. et,euafunction of total pressure al 15,C. ' For the symbols, see the footnote of Table 26.

Tbe solid lines tre computed from various F-matrces. + From Reference (15).

' Based on Run 15.

system is given in Table 27.iu) For instance, at 15°C,we note the following.

a) At 15°C, o_,erincreases from 1.006 at 1 atm to 1.030 at 2.7 atom andlevels off thereafter.

b) The HETPcorrelateswell with the linear flow rate of the gas b'tream,showing a dominant

diffusion-controlof the overall exchange rate.

c) At 15°C,the HETPof the NO/N203system under 3-.4 atm canbe smaller by a factor of 7 to

10 thanthatof the Nitrox systemrunningunder similarconditions, renderingthe NO/N203

system a possibility of a significantlysmaller plantin spite of its smaller separationfactor.

The smaller volume of the NO/N203 system reduces not only the capital construction cost but also the

holdup of the enriched isotope in the plant, thus lowering the plantoperating cost.
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V-B, Hvdrophobic Catalysts for Hydrogfn Isotope Exchange between Dihydrogen
and Water

The exchange reactionsof isotopes of hydrogen,H, D, andT, between gaseous dihydrogenandwater

such as,

HD(g) + H_O(0 _ H_(g) + HDO(0 , (151)

are of importance in the nuclear energy technology, The reaction requires a catalyst containing Group

VIII metals such as platinum. However, the nucleophilic water molecules tend to preempt the catalyst

surfaces, excluding the hydrogenmolecules from the active sites and resulting in an extensive retardation

of the isotope exchange reactionson the surface.

One solution of the problem is a hydrophobic catalyst such as those developed by Chalk River.

However, ali heterogeneous catalyst could potentially suffer a loss of catalytic activity due to

deteriorationof crystallographicsurfacestructureandchemical poisoning,

The goal of the present study is development of a catalyst of new type, which would provide an

active control over the surface hydrophobicity and also afford in situ regeneration of the catalytic

activity. The concept is as follows. A bed of an electrically conducting porous supportmaterialserves as

(a) a packing material for a countercurrent,isotope exchange column and Ct))a working electrode. The

surface of the substrateelectrode is chemically modified by electrodeposition of a conducting organic

film and a catalyst metal. Basis of this design is two recent developmentsin electrochemistry.

1) The wettability of electroactivemodifiers appearsto be adjustablethroughelectrochemical

control of the averageredox state of the modifier molecule. "SL_52)They tend to be

hydrophilic in the oxidized states and hydrophobicin the reduced states.

2) Fine aggregates of metals can be elctrochemically imbedded in a polymer film formed on a

substrateelectrode."'" _) This was foundin an effort to prepare conductive polymers.

These facts suggest that, if an electrode that is modified by an electrochemically active film is used as a

support fora catalystmetal such as platinum, one may be able to control its hydrophobic environmentfor

the catalyst surfaces in situ. This is neither electrolysis nor conventional electrocatalysis in that no

significant electric currentflows throughthe catalyst bed. Another advantage is the possibility of in situ

regenerationof the catalytic activity by periodic potential excursions. It is well known thatthe catalytic

activities of platinized platinum electrodes can be restored by repeated cycling of the potential between

cathodic and anodic voltages. (is7) The regeneration is at least partially due to crystallographic

restructuringof the catalytic sites ,5,, _.)and removalof chemical poisons from the surface.,s,, _60)
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An account of our investigations for this goal will be presented in five sections; first on a highly

controlled measurementof the hydrophobicityof polycrystalline platinum surfaces, second on chemical

poisoning and regeneration of platinum surfaces, third on elecrochemical modifications of platinum

surfaces by films of poly (p-phenylene), fourth on modifications of platinum surface by other organic

films, and fifth on capacitancemeasurement for the effective surfacearea of the edge plane of pyrolytic

graphite.

Since none of these results have been published, we will reporton these results in more detail than

usual. The manuscripts in preparationfor publicationwill bear referencenumbers 2xx and be tabulated

under "Manuscriptsin Preparation"on page xvii.

V-B-1. Hydrophobicity of Polycrystalline Platinum Surfaces

In orderto evaluate the hydrophobicityof an electrochemically modified platinum surface, it is first

necessary to know the hydrophobicityof a clean platinum surface to serve as a reference point. The

literature cites widely scattered values of contact angle formed between water and "clean" platinum

surface, ranging from 0° (e.g, complete wetting) to an upper limit of about 61°. In the literature, the

values differeing from 0° had been assumed to be due mainly to presence of organic contaminants.

Several investigators developed elaborate procedures to reduce and eliminate even the grease or oil

originating in the atmospherewhich come in contactduringpreparationof the solid surface. Manyothers

developed severalmethods forpreparationof a "reproducibleand clean" platinum surfaces. The methods

include mechanical abrasion,heat treatments, electropolishing, and uses of 30% hydrogen peroxide, aqua

regia, hot and concentratednitric acid, and hot dichromate-sulfuricacid. But, the discrepancies had still

persisted.

As a result of our investigation reported below, we now believe that the literature values ra_ng

from 550 to 62orepresent clean, oxide-free platinum surfaces, while the surfaces thatgive the very small

contact angles are, if not completely, very well covered with the oxides and hydroxyl species of

platinum.

preparationof Ultra-PureWater

The most widely accepted ultra-highpurity water forelectrochemical works is preparedby Conway's

pyrocatalytic distillation of water,o_ The method involves a slow distillation through a rhodium-based

catalyst bed heated to 750 °Cin an all-quartzapparatus. We prepared the water by the Conway method

and by a new, less time-consuming, distillation procedure involving acidic permanganate,solution. (m_0,

Figure 26 is a cyclic voltammogramof polycrystalline platinum surface in 0.5 M sulfuric acid prepared

from the APD (acid permanganate distillation) water and 18 MIl.cm sulfuric acid purchased from
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AESAR. The platinum is 99.9985% Puratronic from Johnson Matthey, preconditioned by a newly

developed procedure :m.2o_)The voltammogramshows ali prominentanodic and cathodic peaks of a

well-formulated surfaceof platinum. The

slight shoulder on Trace "b"in the oxygen /f'_ .:...,./..I
region near 1.0V correspondsto I x 104 .-', ..'"

8 J°'"°'**

gram-equivalents per literof impurity. _ . __. ._
A similar voltammogramobtainedin - . '_,_.,_=_. ,.e. •

sulfuricacid made from the PCD (pyre- . lm ,v

catalytically distilled) water contains three -,o. " ,
times as much impurity in tiffsregion.

The APD waterpassed ourpuritytest

involving potentiostatingat - 0.28 V_, "'_"

which is more stringent than Conway's

test. .4o.

Figure 26. Cyclic voltammogmm ofpolycwstalline platinumin

0.5 M H2SO, preparedfromAPEwater and AESAR sulfuricacid:
Sweep rate = 100 mV/s. (a) freshlypreparedand conditionedPt,
(b) afterpotentio_tting al. 0.28V withnitrogen-stirringfor2.5
bn, (c) aftertwo potentialcycles at 100 mV/s between - 0.225 V
and 1.25V.

The APE water is much less tedious to preparethan the PCD water,and the apparatusfor APD water

is much less expensive than that required for the PCD process. We used the PCD water for ali of our

present investigation.

Hydrophobicityof Platinum

Figure 27 correlatesthe contactangle

and the EOC (electrode open circuit)potential ,o.o , .,so

with the potential at which the platinum

i "electrode was potentiostated(for 15 minutes) ,o.o .,so.

prior to the measurements. A I/4" rod of i ' ' "ItO.0 • • • o • .?S0
.J

99.99% Pt was polished in a specially made _ _,

mountusing a series of garnetand diamond _ ,o.o " , .,so i

powers in APD water and dried in an oil-free, " , • , •
10.0 • • .SS{}

dry ni_'ogen streambefore potentiostating. _ .

The Figureshows that beth the wettability ..iso .iso .,'so"s.n "_,s
aPPS.IL_ PO_DCl'ltk ieolts)

and oxidation stateof Pt surfaceremain

relatively constantuntil an applied potential Figure 27. Contactangle and EOCvs. appliedpotential.
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of about 0.9 VscDis reached, lt is above this potential that the surface "oxides"are known to begin to

accumulate. As the degree of surfaceoxidation increases, as indicatedby the rise in the electrode open

circuitpotential, the wettability also increases. Afterbeing potentiostatedat +I.7V or above, the surface

shows a completely wetting.

V-B-2, Chemical Poisoning and Regeneration of Platinum Surfaces

Reactivation of a heterogeneous catalyst in a process equipment usually involves a shutdown of the

equipment and reformation of the catalyst bed. This is an especially time-consuming and costly

procedureforan isotope separationequipment because of the long startupperiod (cf: Section V-C in this

report). The cost of shutdown and regeneration of the catalyst bed could be avoided, if the catalytic

activity could be regeneratedthroughmanipulations of the electrochemical potential associated with the

catalystbed. As far as we are aware, there had been no systematic studyof removal of chemical poisons

_om platinum surfaces.

We carried out such a study (,_2._o,)on the polycrystalline platinum electrodes in sulfuric acid

preparedusing the AESAR sulfuricacid and the APD water. A platinum working electrode was poisoned

in a controlled manner. For each of the catalystpoisons, Ag(1), Cu(II), Cd(II), Pb(II), Cr(III), Mn(II),

Fe(iI), Co(II), Ni(II), Al(iii), and bisuifite, which could be present in the industrial process water, the

electrode was firstpotentiostatedat -0.25Vs_-_ for 15minutes in a N2-stirred,1 x 10"6M solution. Then, a

series of triangularpotential waves between -0.24 Vk-.e and +1.25 V,_..e was imposed, while the electrode

was still in the same poison-bearing solution. All solutions were sulfate solution except forPb(II),which

was a perchlorate solution. The cleaning scans were interspersed with an analytical CV scan. An

example of the results is shown in Figure28.
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In general, the cathodic deposits can be removed and the catalytic activity regeneratedby several

linear potential scans between these potential even when the solution is quiescent. The reactivation is

achieved in one cleaning scan, if the solution is well-stirred.

V-B-3. Electrochemical Modification of pt Sprface by Poly(p-Phenylene) Film

The chemical modifier suitable forthe present purposehas to satisfy the following requirements:

1) Electrochemical polymerization: The ability for the monomors to polymerize electro-

chemically allows for a close control over the polymerization process and a uniformity of

the modifier film.

2) Wide potential range: The potential range for the electrochemical redox reactions of the

modifier film shouldbe sufficiently wide to accommodatevarious potential excursions, e.g.,

- 0.24 to +1.25 V_..e in aqueous solutions.

3) Stability: The film should possess chemical, electrochemical, and mechanical stabilities in

various aqueous solution.

4) High hydrophobicity: Contact angles between the surface and water or dilute aqueous

solutions of more than 90° are preferred. In comparison, poly(tetrafluoroethylene) films

give a contact angle of aoubt 112°'. In addition, a strong dependence of the hydrophobicity

on applied potential would make its use more flexible.

5) High electrical conductivity: Under ideal conditions, a high conductivity of the reduced

form of the modifier would not be needed for a steady state operation of the isotope

exchange column. In orderto implement an in situ catalyst regeneration, however, it would

be necessary thatthe film has some degree of electrical conductivity in its reduced form. .

We found one such chemical modifier in poly (p-phenylene).<,e._> Preparationand characterizationof

the film on platinum surface will be summarizedbelow.

Number of Electrons Inyolved_r Monomerin the I:,lectrochemicalPolymerization

The electropolymerization of p-terphenylhas been foundto proceedvia an intermediate dihydro-

oligomer dication radicals,

H H H H
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which lose two protonsto form aneutraloligomer.

The oxidation of p-terphenylin this mechanism involves two electrons per monomer. However, the

electropolymerization requiresmore thantwo electrons permonomer to accommodate incorporation(i.e.,

intercalation) of supporting electrolyte anions (i.e., counter-ions). The overall number of electrons per

monomers, n, was found by Dclahay's method(1_)of plotting log [(_ I_. t 1tj)/t v_]vs. potential, using a

chronopotentiographicdata. Here, _ is the transitiontime, and the slope of a straightline of the plot is

equal to - nF/2.303RT. This method can be applied to every plateau of the chronopotentiogram,and

every plateau has a correspondingpeak in a cyclic voltammogram. The method was applied to a chrono-

.300

Figure 29. Cyclic vo}lanunograrnof poly(p-phenylene)

i . I00 Sweep n,_ - 1.00 V/s. l_e polymer film was grown on
• Pl disk in • solution of 2 mM p-terphenyl with 0.I M

i / TEATFB over • period of 2 seconds al • pole-fial of
+].40 V_..

-. too _ /

-._00

•o'oo' .4'oo' .e'oo" _.'2o' l.'so"
m (_ _IAaP)

potentiographic plateau correspondingto the intercalation shoulder near the auodic switching potential

ofthe cyclic voltammogramsuch as the one shown in Figure 29. This yields n,_., - 0.2 + 0.04 when the

counterion is BF;, making the total n about 2.2 in tetraethylammoniumtetrafluoroborate(TEATFB) as

supponingelectrolyte.

Natureof the CV-Peaks

Forthe catho<ficpeak at 1.1V in Figure29, a plot of the peak current,ir as a function of the square

root of the CV sweep rate, v in, yielded a parabolicplot representableby

ip(_) = 103.8 v - 93.6 v m_ , (152)

where v is in seconds. From this, we conclude that the cathodic peak around I.IV has two equally

contributingcomponents; the one which is proportionalto v is due to reductionof a surface-immobilized

species, which we believe is the polymer, and the other which is propertional to v _n due to

deintercalationof a mobile species, which we think is tetrafluoroborateion.
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" The peak currentfor the +0.4V reductionwave is proportionalto the sweep rate, indicating that this

wave is due to reductionof an immobilizedspecies, which is contraryW a general believe thatthis is due

to reductionoftriphenylenic moieties present in the film. o_) We thinkthis peak representsreductionof

the polymer, thatis, the reductionof a cationic formof the polymer to a neutralform.

Using Anson'smethod°es) for determinationofn fora surface-boundspecies, we obtainedn = I.I +

0.3 for the reduction wave at +0.4V. We also found that the charge consumedby this reductionwave is

almost independentof the durationof polymerizationtime, while that for the wave at I.IV increases with

the polymerization time. Thus, the peak at 0.4V only depends on the surface area of platinum. From

this, we obtainedthe surface coverage to be 2.5 x I0 14monomerunits per cm_of surfacearea.

We conclude that

a) the reduction peak at I. IV is half due to the reductionof the polymer and half due to the

deinterca]cationof BF,',

b) the reductionpeak at 0.4V is solely due to the reductionof the polymer, and

c) forthe peak at 0.4V, n - l.l ± 0.3, and the chargeconsumeddepends only on the surface

area, which fact can be used to determine the surfacecoverage and the film thickness.

EffectsofSuovortin_Electrolyte-- v

ThethreesupportingelectrolytesshowninTable28 havesufficientlyhighsolubilityinacetonitrile

andhighstabilityagainstoxidationwithinourpotentialrangeofinterest,i.e.,0.0Vto+I.4V,w_.

i .20

Table28. PropertiesofAccetableSupportingElectrolytes

Supporting Reduction _') Oxidation _') .5olubility Estimated _) .e00 .."

Electrolyte potential potential size /f-V (As/Ag') V (As/As") (A') : ,

]
TEATFB (') -2.0 • +2.0 v.s. 52 _)s°3,''

i t e**

TEAP (') - 2.0 • +1.8 v.s. 62 .._:_ _o

TEA-TRF (n - 2.0 • +1.6 v.s. 57 . oo0 _ _..._

L-'._..._._.._........._'""" ""'" " ' if,_• Potential measured using 1/4" diameter platinum disk electrode. ,., ,
_' Lowest potential at/erupted. -. 400 "'-.':

• Estimated using covalent bond radii and without solvation.

' Tetraethylammonium tetrafluorobonue _ .0'o0 ' . a'0o ' .e'0o ' s .'2o ' s .'60
' Tetraethylammonium perchlomte

f Tetraethylammonium triflate: (E_,N')"(CFjSO3)" mm'su. (n _1_*)
Figure 30. Cyclic voltannnogram of poly(p-phenylene) film
formed in diffen_nt suppo_n8 electrolytes: Sweep rate -
1.0V/s. The CVs were taken in solutions containing the same

supporting electrolyte u the polymerization solutions. The

films were srown over a period of 10 s.
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The polymerization was performedin each electrolyte. The polymerization currentin TEATFB is

significantly lower than those in the other two. In Figure 30 we compare the CVs of the polymer films

taken in solutions containing the same supportingelectrolyte as one in which they were grown.

The following conclusions were obtained.

a) The differences in the shapeof the oxidation/reductioncouples, their positions, and their

intensities are due to differences of stabilities of the films in the counter-ions andto

differences in the effects of anion size on intercalation/deintercalationprocesses.

b) Rousseau et al. (i_)observed that porphyrin_ dicaflons arestable in the presence of CIO4"

but react with BF4".They suggest thattetrafiuoroborateion canreact with electrochemically

generatedcations andradicalcations. This could be the reasonfor ourobservationof the

lower polymerization current. An instabilityof tetrafiuoroborateion could leadto side

reactions between the radicalcations and anion duringthe polymerization and result in

fewer intercalationsites. On the other hand,the higher intercalationpeaks (cf: Figure 30) in

the TEATFBsolution thanin the others is due to the smaller size of BF4".

c) The polymerization in theperchloratesolutionproduceda conductive film, which is

contraryto other studies,c,6_.

Stabilityof Poly (v..Phenvlene_Films

Another criterion for a desirable chemical modifier is a mechanical, chemical and electrochemical

stability. All poly (p-phenylene) films that we preparedpassed the following stability tests.

a) Wrighton's scotch tape peel test: The color of the film, which ranges frombrightblue-green

for thin films to brightgolden to brownfor thickerfilms, do not change by the test. The

CVs do not changeby the test.

b) Potential cycling in 0.05 _ sulfuricacid between - 0.24 Vsc.e and +1.25 Vsc_at a rateof

IV/s for 15 hours: The CVs takenbefore and afterthe tests in an aqueous solutionand in an

acetonitrile solutionarepresented in Figures 31 and 32, respectively.

Figure 31 shows the great enhancement of the features of catalytically active sites of platinum by the

potential-cycling, indicating the beneficial restructuringof the exposed platinum surfaces that coexist

with the poly(p-phenylene) film.
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Filpsre 31. Cyclic vohammolgram ofpbtinum wire FqJuR 32. Cyclic volmmmolp'am ofplminum wire

electrode costed with poly (p-phenylene) in 0.05 M electrode coated with poly (p-pbenylene) in 0.1 M TEATFB:
sulfuric acid: Sweep rme = l.OV/s, potential ruse Sweep sine = 1.0 V/s, potential ruse = 0.00 to +1.25 V

- - 0.24 to +1.25 Vsc s, (a) - - - before cycling, (b)-- (a) - - - before the cycling in sulfuric acid, Co) -- after
slier 15 br of cycling. "lbe polymer film was grown the treatment (cf: footnote for Figure 31). The polymer

in acetonitrile solution of 2n_ p-terphenyl and film was prepa_ in the same way as in Figure 31.

0.1 M TEATFB al +1.30 V (Ag/Ag+) for 20 seconds.

Figure 32 shows an exceptionally good retention of poly (p-phenylene) characteristicsafl_,"the very

extended potential-excursion period of 15 hours. This is far superior th_ any other chemiud modifiers

thathave been reported in literaturefor any purpose.

Hvdrovhobicitv of Poly (v-Phenvlene'_Films

The contact angles between APD waterand poly (p-phenylene) film on platinummeasuredin a water

vapor-saturatednitrogen atomsphereare summarized in Table 29. The choice of supporting electrolyte

has a definite effect on the wettability of the film. The films producedin "ITJ,TFB become increasingly

more hydrophobicas the average thickness increases and reaches a v_ue of 112° at 1 I,tm, which is the

same contactangle as poly(tetrafiuoroethylene). In contrast,the _lm grown in TEA]' is hydrophilic.

In this connection, we also note that, while the deintercdation peak near 1.1 V in the CV of the film

grown in TEATFB (cf: Figure 29) increaseswith the increasing film thickness, the similarcathodicpeak

in the CV of the film grown in the pcrchlorateenvironment(not shown) is abnost independentof the film
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Table 29. ContactAngles of Poly(.o-pbcnylene)on Plwith water

Tetrafluorobomte Perchlorate
Polymerization Film Contact Film Contact

time thickness angle thickness angle
(second) (gin) (degrees)(_trn) (degrees)

0 - 57 - 57
2 0.13 80 0.11 77
4 0.21 89 0.18 54
6 0.28 100 0.24 52
8 0.36 102 0.28 50

10 0.41 107 0.33 48
20 0.65 112 - -
30 0.91 114 - -
40 1.33 117 - -
50 1.68 115 - -

" Film thickness was calculatedusing the expetirnentsllydetermined
coverageof 2.5 x 10:dunits/cre2and n - 2.2 for the polymerization
n:actionin the TEATFBsolution.

thickness. This is because, perchloroate ions being larger in size than tetrafluoroborateions, they are

trappedin the polymer cage as the polmyer grows and thus do not participatein the chargeWans_rt as

actively as BF4".

F_my2usi_

We conclude that, among those we have studied, the best chemicalmodifier forour stated purposeis

poly (p-phenylene) film grown in acetonitrile solution containing tetraethylammoniumtetrafluoroborate

as supporting elecU'olyte, lt is durableand withstandsan excessive potential cycling in neutral to acid

aqueous media, lt possesses a hydrophobicitythat is at least as high as "Teflon." Although the polymer

itself does not seem to conduct electric charges through the conjugated double-bond chain, the film is

sufficiently porous to allow the transportof BF4"ions to the extent that the potential cycling yields the

beneficial restructuringof the platinum surfaces.
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V-B-4. Electl'ochemical Modification of Pt Surfaces bv Other Oreanic Films

We have also studiedthe following other possible surfacemodifiers:o_)

(a) poly (2,6-dimethylphenol)

Co) poly (2, 3, 4, 5, 6-pentafiuorostyrene)

(c) tetrafluoro-1,4-benzoquinone

(d) poly (2, 6-difluorophenol)

The most interestingof these is (a). Polymoerizationon a platinum disk electrodewas performedby

linearly scanning the electrode potential from - 0.5V to 1.0V( vs. SCE/MeOH) in methanol solution

containing 0.1 M 2,6-dimethylphenol and 0.2 M NaOH. The film of the PPO (polyphenylene oxide)

looks blue on the platinum surface. The polymerization currentgoes over two maxima as the imposed

potential was increased linearly as a function of time, indicating a preadsorptionmechanism involving

lower oligomers. The stability of the PPO film against a potential-cycling in 0.05 M I-I2SO4 as

determined by cyclic voltammographicand FTIRmeasurementsis satisfactory,although the stability of

poly (p-phenylene) films is farsuperior.

Poly-(2,3,4,5,6-pentafluorostyrene),polyPFS, can be electrochemically preparedby potentiostatinga

platinum electrode in a 5 mM PFS+ 0.2 M TEATFB in acetonitrile, but the polymer doesnot stay on the

platinum surfacewell. The quinones and hydroquinonesdo not electrochemically polymerize. Poly-

(2,6-difluorophenol),poly-DFP, adheresto the platinum surface well and is fairly stable againstpotential

excursions.

V-B-5. Capacit_ncf Mcasprfmcn! for Determination Pf ]_ff¢¢tive Surface

Area of thf ]_lge Plane of Pyrolytic Grap]hit¢

Formsof pyrolytic graphite such as reticulatedvitreous carbon (RVC) arepotential candidate for an

acceptable substratematerial for the catalyst bed envisioned in the present study. A catalyst, such as

platinum, and a chemical modifier, such as poly(p-phenylene) would be codeposited on the substrate,

which could also act as a column packing in an isotope exchange column. For furtherstudies we would "

have to have a means of determination of the effective surface area of such a subsume. In order to

provide a basis for such determination, we have investigated(is'_ the electric capacitance measurement

methods for the areaof the edge plane of the pyrolytic graphite.

Several techniques exist for the measurementof effective area of solid surfaces. Determination of

effective area of the edge plane of pyrolytic graphite is especially challenging, because the microfissure

openings usually exist on the surface.

The method for the surface area of an electrode based on the electrical capacitancemeasurementhas

an important advantage over other common methods such as those using the surface adsorption of
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gaseousmolecules in that the capacitancemeasurementin a solution is non-destructiveand tends to yield

resultswhich are more representative of the environmentin which the electrode will be eventually used.

The concept of capacitance measurement is not new, however, a satisfactory procedure has not been

established. Here is a report on a method which we believe is promising.

Some explanations of the basics are in order. Suppose first that a conductorelectrode is dipped in a

solution which contains nothing but an electrochemically inactive electrolyte in a sufficiently high

concentration so that the resistance across the solution in the cell is negligible and the capacitance

charging is instantaneous. Furthersuppose that the electrode surface is perfectly planar. Then, the

capacitance is

1 1 + 1 (153),
where Cs and Cdare the capacitances of the Helmholtz plane and the diffusion double layer, respectively.

Suppose furtherthat a _gular voltage wave is imposed on the electrode; the voltage startsat a cathodic

value, Vi , say, Vi< 0 relative to a referenceelectrode, linearly increasesthroughV - 0 until it reaches an

anodic switching potential Vt - - Vi , and then linearly decreasesthroughV - 0 until it gets back to Vi .

For this idealized electrochemical cell, the outputcurrenti(t) looks like Figure 33a, and the capacitance

could be calculated from C - ic / v, where ic is indicated in Figure 33a and v is the voltage scan rate in

volts/sec. If a faradalccurrent,it, is present,but if the input voltage excursion is not so excessive as to

assurethat the faradalccurrentis nowhere near the limiting current,theni(t) would look like Figure33b,

and the capacitance can be obtained as C - (i, + i_ / (2v), where i_ ( - ic + it ) and i2 ( - i_ - it ) are

indicated in Figure 33b. In the Cases (a) and (b) a graphical interpretationwould directly yield the

capacitance. If, in Case (a), the resistive load through the electrolyte solution is finite, the charging

currentwould follow the exponential form,
i(t) = vC(l - e -r_c) , (154)

where v is again the slope of the voltage scan.

On the otherhand, if the electrode surfacehas sufficiently complicated structuresuch as the fissures

on the real graphite's edge plane, the charging currentshould be regarded as consisting of two or more

parallel capacitors, each of which may be charged at a different rate. It is reminded that only parallel

capacitors, and not the capacitors connected in series, can be charged at different rates. Let us call the

electrode surface capacitances that chargeat indepenentrates distributed capacitance. Figures33c and

33d respectively depict such a distributedcapacitance without and with a faradaJccurrent.

The charging currentplot thatwe obtained for the edge planes of pyrolytic graphite in acetonitrile

solutions of tetraethylammonium tetrafluoroborate(TEATFB) is of Type (d). Previous works on the

cases of distributedcapacitance have either addressedthemselves with cor,_plexmodelling tml or used
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extremely artificial graphical methods. ¢_7,) For instance, Figure 34 illusu_s one of the graphical

methods by Softer m'_, in which the charging/discharging currents are plotted against the applied voltage.

Using Soffer's terminology, the "fast charging" ends at Point a where the curve is supposed to suddenly

start to deviate from a "vertical line." The vertical line is supposed to represent the fast charging. The

region between Points a and b is due to "slow charging." The difference in the current between Points a

and c is taken to be equal to twice if, and that between Points b and c is taken to be equal to twice (i,+ if),

b

-]/

"1"-c11" Figure34. SoffeCsgraphicalmethod:Theverticalaxisii current,
/ andthehorizontalaxisispotential.
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where it and i, are the currentsdue to the fast and slow charging,respectively. The method suffers from

the difficulty andsubjectiveness of determinationof Point a in Figure34.

We have fitted the experimental charging curveof the Type d ('Figure33d) to a functionalform,

i(O = vCI(I - e-t/_'c')+ vC2(I - e-I/'_2c2) + a , (155)

where,again,v isthevoltagesweeprate,anda isa constantrepresentingthebackgroundcurrent.The

results are summarizedbelow.

a) Ali charging/discharging currentdata on the edge plane of our pyrolytic graphite can be

fitted satisfactorily using only two exponential terms. An example is shown in Figure 35.

The saw-tooth trace is the raw experimental data, the saw teeth being due to those

superimposed on the input potential ramp produced by a software. The data was

deconvoluted to the form of Eq. (155). A single set of parametersfit both the chargingand

discharging currentsequally well, indicating a reversiblenatureof the transportprocesses.

b) Inclusion of a faradaic currenton the fight-handside of E,q. (155), i.e., a term proportional

to the sweep rate, v, and time, does not improve the goodness of the fit. This is as expected

underour experimental conditions.

c) Figure 36 summarizes the fast and slow charging capacitances of many specimens of

vacuum-heat-treatedpyrolytic graphite as a function of constantpotential superimposed on

the analytic potential ramp. The geometric area is 0.0792 cm2, and ali capacitance

measurements were conducted in 0.1 M TEATFB in acetonitrile. Each point in Figure 26

representsa measurement,in each of which an input triangularwave with an amplitude of 5

mV and sweep rate of I Hz was applied. The average values of the capacitance correspond

to 280 +_30 _tf/cm_ for the fast-charging component and 90 + 30 $tf/cm2 for the slow-

chargingcomponent. If the thicknesses of the electric double layers of both components are

alike, this resultwould mean that about one quarterof the s_face areas of the edge-plane of

ourspecimens of pyrolytic graphite are due to the inwa-su_cture.

d) Thevacuumheattreatmentofgraphitetendstodecreasethecapacitance,whichappearto

beduetoadecreaseinthesurfaceoxygenfunctionalities.
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e) We have also measuredthe capacitanceas a function of potential scan rate. While the fast

capacitance is practically independentof the scan rates in the range between 1 Hz to 10 Hz,

the slow capacitanceroughly droppedtwo-folds as the scan rate was increased fi'om1 Hz to

5 Hz and ten-folds as v was increased from I Hz to 10 Hz. This observation is consistent

with a notion that the slow process is due to a chargingof an internal structuresuch as the

microfissuresunderneaththe edge plane surface.

Figure 35. Two-componentfit of charging/ r. j w I 1 , • --i g v I

dischargingcurrentsof edge planeofpyro- .rain ......... ..'_itt,_ -- 1 _.r.-.t_t uma,_L_..i|_ ]]II';v''_ I I I O
lyricllrtphitein0,IhI'I'EATFI3insceto- _kti_:t_-vZ-I-'--;"I i • I ,J,-_J_..,m*wm__

..u'l I _ ; _ i I I
nitdle: S - slow compnent, F = fi_t .,,n . -r7 "v_;_--...., i "" " "-'4-----J'-"--_--"4-', _
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C_zaclusiau

a) The capacitance measurement is reproducibleto within 10%.

b) Since any capacitorsconnected in series must be chargedali at the same rate, the two

exponential termsmeans that there are at least two, significant, parallel chargingpathways

on the edge- plane surfaceof the pyrolytic graphite. There aresignificant internal surface

areadetectable by the capacitancemeasurementtechniquethat we have developed.
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V-C. Transient Behavior of Souare Cascade of IsotoPe Separation Staues

The transient behavior of a square cascasde is important for an efficient operation of isotope

separationplants, especially because the stage separationfactors (a) of isotope separationprocesses are

close to unity, i.e., [_[ llla - II << I. The behavior was theoreticallyanalyzed by Cohen._17_The theory

is useful in a number of ways, for instance, in analyzing the behavior of a plant during a cold start-up

period, and in determinationof a fromlaboratoryscale experiments. We refined Cohen's theory _0)and

pointed out_9)one of its possible consequencesregardingthe processes based on inverse isotope effects.

Considerthe material balance of the isotope that one wants to enrich between the productstage and

the s-th stage in a squarecascade of separationstages. The consideration leads to the following partial

differential equation:o70)

a,"T- ea-_Tl_FN+ N(I- N)] , (156)

where N - N( s, t) is the average atom fractionof the target isotope in the inputstreamsfor the s-th stage

at time t after the start-uptime of the cascade. The stage numbers are counted startingat the feed point

(s= 0) toward the product end (s - n). Also, _.= 2h, whereh is the holdupper stage per unit flow, or the

averageprocess time per stage, and _t' = 2P/(gl.,), where P is the product withdrawal rate ,and L the

total interstage flow rateat stage s. In a squarecascade, L is independent of s. Under the total reflux, L

is also equal to twice the reflux rate.

The solution of Eq. (156) by Cohen is in the form of Eq. (157) for the case of N << I and the

following intial and boundary conditions; N ( s, tO) - Ne for ali s-values, N ( 0, t) - Noat ali t, P - 0 at

ali t, and the holdup in the productrefluxer- H:

ICt,.t) - No = 1 -- Ae -_s" (157)N. - N0

where N. - e'" which is the steady state atom fractionat the product end, x - t / kn 2 is a dimensionless

time, and both A and B depend on two dimensionless parameters; A - A(_n, K/_) and B - B(_n, K/_n), .

in which K = 2H/L andK/Zn - H / Lhn. Cohen mapped A and B for K/)_n- 0.1 (0.1) 0.5 and form -

0.0 (0.1) 1.2 and stated thatthis solutionis applicable to t > _n2/l 0.

We extended the time limit to well below _n2/10 by deriving a higher-ordersolution of Eq. (156) in

theform,

N_,,,t) - No = 1 -- Ale -B'' - .A2 e -B,'_ (158)lr. - N0
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and tabulated A_, B,, A2 and B_ for K/_ - 0.0 (0.05) 0.5 and en = - 1.2 (0.2) 1.2. The relative

importance of the second-order term is demonstratedby Figure 37.(') The Figure shows that the

second-orderterm is significant even at the time, t, which is within the Cohen's limit ofx > 0.1.

I =I I I I I I l I I I I l I I I I=

_ L,,,o _ • 0.0 -- Figure 37. Relative importanceof

_..._._ the tim and secondtermsof Eq. (158).

--. ?,.

l(f _
0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20

Reduced time lr

In particular, the second-orderterm is very significant in ali cases of inverse isotope effect. The

isotope of light elements that we are usually interestedin enriching,e.g., D, "C, aSN,_S, is heavier than

the naturally most abundantisotopes. Thus, for instance, in a distillation process, the desired isotope

usually enriches in the liquid phase, which correspondsto a positive en and to a normal vaporpressure

isotope effect. Ifthe VPIE is inverse, thenen is negative, and the second term of the solution, Eq. (37), is

not at ali negligible.

More generally, the transient behavior of a separation cascade is not symmetric with respect to

change of signs in _. The importanceof this fact is illustratedby Figure 38(9),in which the time it takes

for the plant to attain95% of a steady state separation,%9_,is plotted as a function of en and k/Pm. The

transienttime is a let shorter in the domainof inverse isotope effect than in the domain of normal isotope

effect.

Among other implications of this finding, a plant based on an inverse isotope effect will take a let

shortertime to reach a steady state and thus allow a productwithdrawal sooner than a plant based on a

normal isotope effect having the same absolute magnitudeof separationfactor and the same number of

separativestages.(j°) Besides, it is easier to constructa product-endrefluxer with low refluxer-holdup,if

the desired isotope enriches in the gas phase.
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